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All students must pay
for abortion fund
Stlidents

l.
gainst
55 mild be possibls• tor J stink!'
abortions and wish to hav, ,heir
71 allot his 7; cent'. to lajnie othe
cents taken out of
r
the s5.000 student a,to.
it . lie now contends
Population Control 1 ,,nd
are not howeyei, that
it is impossibl,
llo‘k ed to do so - - it's
"both transfer the fonds.
administratively tiny% orkable and
not
The $12 dollar annual stud
in accordance \s ill) trustee
ent
policy ." activity
tee is designated as a -la
according to the student sena
in
te the
senate's
ad mi nistrat ion.
constitution
and,
ther
efor
e,
stud
ents cannot tell the
1 he
Control
I und
which collectors
what is to be done with
consisted of S500 Dec.
I. was each portion
of the tax they pay.
appropriated the remaining 54.500
U or instance, no one can tell the
out of the surplus budget for
student
U.S. Treasury Department that
activities Thursday. night duri
he
ng a
opposes the Vietnam W ar and does
special senate meeting.
not want SI.000 of his $3,0
At the beginning of Janu
00
ary' inco
me Ws to go into the defense
people across the nation were
told
budget.
that the fund consisted of
S5.000.
But contrary
As of this week, over 50 students
to what senate
spokesmen
said,
the
54,500 had espressed a desire to have their
appropriation
required
senate Portion of the abortion fund
approval.
transferred to the budget of anot
her
The Campus reported on Jan. 14 activity.
that senate treasurer John Beis
The form letters sent to these
heim
said the finance committee
had students indicated that the trustees
approved the S4,500 appropri
ation. have said no student funds can be
Up until the regular senate meet
ing transferred from one acto ity to
Tuesday, administration offic
ials another.
insisted that no senate approval
was
Senate president Chic Chalmers
required; that a unanimous vote
,
by who signed the letter, went
on to say
the finance committee was suffi
cient. that
there are three possible
The finance committee is made
alternatives for those who oppo
EXPLAINING JUSTICE - • Just
up of the presidents of the
se the
ice Department officials sat for (CAMPUS photo)
four abortion fund.
three hours in the Maine Lou
classes and the heads of
nge Tuesday talking with smal
the
First
,
the
l
students can become
audiences about departmental poli
Associated Women's Students
cies. Seated from left to right:
, the involved in the spring
senate elections
Craig Bradley; U.S. Solicitor Gene
Central Dormitories Activities Boar
ral Erwin Griswold; Mary Lawton
d, and elect candidates who
want to
and the student senate.
and Jim Turner.
abolish the Population Control
Fund.
Beisheim said this week, however,
Secondly, Chalmers said,
that senate approval has always
the
been senate is willing to admi
nister a
required for such appropriatio
ns campus-wide
referendum
which
according
to the
constitution. might lead to the
"repeal of the
"That's how the committee
has Population Control Fund,
and the
always worked," he said.
student activity fee, or perh
aps even by Renee Cam
He indicated last month that
pbell
it the abolition of the student sena
in the Maine Lounge that
te."
they knew
Griswold explained further
nothing about any inves
by
tigation of saying. "If there
Whether the FBI had been that
are underground
kind.
brought to UMO seemed to
agents here, they are
be the
They esplained that the
so far
major question hovering over
FBI has underground that we
know nothing
U.S. the power by its own
authority to about them. We
Solicitor General Frwin N. Gris
certainly have not
wold's investigate campuses when
there has brought 1111 agents
visit Tuesday.
with us on our
been a bombing or when
there is
In reply to a student's question
suspicion that a bombing
concerning
might
Griswold, 66, and formerly Dean
a
possible
1111 occur. The investigation
investigation of LIMO. Griswold
concerning of I larvard Law School, expl
the
ained his
and
bombing at the University
his three associates said at
of position as the U.S. Solicitor Gene
an Wisconsin where one
ral.
student was Ile is the third high
afternoon rap session with students kifick
est ranking
l 55 asL lied as an esample.
Oficial in the Justice Depa
rtment
and was appointed to the post
by
I yndon
Johnson,
lie argues cases for the U.S. and
for all U.S. officials when
they
require representation, and
he
decides whether there will
be an
appeal when the government loses
a
ease.
continued on page 3, col. I
Charles F. Goodell, the New York
generate excitement. McGo
vern just
Republican Senator defeated in
the doesn't seem to dominate
a situation.
November election, !nude a lowko, The same thing is true
of Muskie.
attack on President Nixon's
war
"Harold
flughes (Democra
policies here Monday and Tuesday
to Senator from Iowa
) has charisma
restrained but sy mpathetic audience
s.
isenhower had it. Mark
Goodell. 44, who was branded
Hatfield
a
radical liberal by Vice-President (Republican Senator from Oregon)
has
it,
too.
Agnew, said he does not want
to be
"My own choice for a Repu
associated with any radical polit
blican
ical Presidential
candidate next year to
organi/ations.
repl
ace
Nixo
n and Agnew would be
"There are a lot of people, like
Hatfield first and Lindsay as
the crazies, who want to burn
a second
this choice," Good
ell said after reiterating by Sue Steele
society down. I have no intention
of his intentio
n to stay in the G.O.P.
letting them do it," he said.
1 his year's %inter arnisal was
even though he admitted
But Goodell, who was purged
that his plagued by disaster. Thur .day nigh
by
ta
future as a liberal Republican
the Nison Administration and whos
is dim. I9-year-old student. Alan Mado
e
re,
Dig against Nixon
conservative party opponent won
was
found dead in his room on the
the
Goodell. Sk hose
Administration's support, made
appearance on first floor of Oxford Hall,
his campus
1 vidence
was
inost quotable quotes at a polit
sponsored by the indicated that he had
ical Distinguishe
been dead for a
d lecture series and the couple of days
c.lice meeting 1 uesday morning.
.
Young Republicans, made
"You have to admit Muskie is
his first
I.riday. a former student was
not appearance
Monday
a very esciting person," he told the
evening at busted at Gannett Hall by
the police.
cm.!) el Gym. IA here the accuip,tic
60-plus students in Little Hall.
s
Then it rained all weekend.
"He is lett somethin
g to I
also the front runner and now
Saturday night Paul Butterfiel
d
Ile entitled hi, ,peech "How
everybody is shooting at him.
to failed to show because of incl
1 he Lose a Nar %Ink
ement
(Photo by' IDavid final t) same thing that happ
Look
ing
Like
weat
her. Jaime Brockett was forc
ened to You're Winning
ed
IC an obvious dig to play the
Romney "—referring to Romn
whole concert. Comments
ey's against the Nixon
Administration.
casual
remark
rang
ed
that
frotn
he
was
"good,"
Goodell started by justifying
to
"brainwashed" in Vietnam---"co
his "disappointing," to "terr
uld
ible." Paul
Representatives
cont
happen to Muskie between now
inued on page 6 , col. 4
Butterfield will play at a future
from
two have folloss ell had
and
date
they decided to nest summer.
political groups marched in front of
and students will be allowed
Muskie has to be
march also.
to use
the federal Building in Bangor
careful."
the same tickets.
1 he
( oalition
members,
Saturday to protest this country '5
Lindsay a Democrat?
The olymptc games never cam
protesting
the
e
"une
mploy ment,
continued intervention in Southeas
"I think John I incisay vs ill swit
off and only about 200 students
t inflation and repression
ch
,:aused by. to the Democratic Party
Asia.
showed up to hear Jeai. Shep
this spring.
U.S. war policies." earlier
herd.
told the win the primaries nest sprin
1 he biggest obstacle to the success
g, and get
I ifteen
members
of
of
the YA I people that ii was Useless to the
%int
Dem
er
o
cra
Carn
t
lc.
ival appeared to be a
Presidential
Penobscot County Coalition for protest Hanoi's actions by
picketing a nomination nest summer,"
mark
ed disinterest on the part of the
Goodell
Peace and three members of the U.S. building, adding they
should told the excited students.
students.
UMO Young Americans for I reedom protest in Ilanoi.
"But
if
One student even remarked.
a
Democrat—any
During the time the Coalitio
(ph I ffed
above
"I
picketed
the
n was Democrat—is able to pull
didn't even know it was Wint
the
part
mard
)
building
ung
in
front of the I ederal toge
er
for
an
hour
before
ther, I think he'll win the
Carnival weekend until I inlay ."
Building, An older man shouted
dispersing.
"Why election. It's a sure bet he will
At the Bear's Den several groups
win
if
don'
t sou kids go home, you don't
Nixon doesn't stop the war and
of students were talking abou
I he Y Al ers. blaming Hanoi tor
get
t the
the economy going again."
this country's prolonged war ellort. know what you're doing."
good lob that the students had
done
W
hen
one
of the Coalition
Goodell later analyted the mann
continued their protest by carry mg
on the snow sculptures. Mentione
d in
members rinimbled an answer,
1972 Presidental contenders in both
their seven foot cross through the
particular were W. C. I melds
the
at the
byst
ande
r
grab
bed
parti
him
es.
and said he
city across Hammond Street and
Hilltop omplex, the train at
Alpha
"I don't think Mc(;osern cJil win
Gamma Rho, the shoe at Alph
Maine Street toward Davenport Park. did not have to listen to language like
a fail
that. A policeman separated the two any national
Omega, and the Tau Kappa
the route the ( oalition people would
race. Ile la, ks charisma.
Upsilon
and told them to stay apart.
sculpt ore.
His voice and his appearance don'
t
contoured on page s, typi. 3

Justice Dept. spokesmen defe
FBI; discuss Maine law suit nd

Goodell attack on
Nixon is low-keyed

Carnival

plagued by
rain, apathy

Two groups protest war effort

/
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Student dies of ‘naturalcauses'

•1,1dcni at I MO. was
h• iiinc dead in I) I' root, ;133
1ii
',Word Had a!
an List I fali•jj%
th!:,111
s!,110t:

14..bruar% 18. 1971

I•.testiltiuc

ii as 1. :11.It0ib
flow
nal tilji

• U

The time of his death has not
been determined. However. It
is
believed that he had lain dead in his
1.04.
,111 101 SCV CI al ILO S
before being
An aiiiopss
as performed on
Aladore the nest morning by
Dr.
Georg, ('hase. a pathologist
at
Fasten' %lank Medical Center.
A
toxicology report has y et to
be
completed to determine the exact
cause of dean!.
Tracing e%ents leading lir to

touviay evening. when %Ltd
tioti %v as found vs as made
Lispe.
wmi
information. but refused to talk
quoted. and by persistent
rumor' I ampus security pohe
.
reportedly info' med the residen,
assistants to tell every-one in Ostorc
Halt not to talk to anyone.
Host ever. certain facts from
reliable sources are available
Tor
nista IisL.
Sunda). leis. 7.
%dole's roommat,
moved
to
another floor. where some ot his
friends lived. leas im2 %dote with
100M 133 to himsell.
Donna Ilitchens. assistant dean ot
residence halls, said the !nose was
Unal111101itud. and that
Jeff Smith.
the RA in Madore's section. chei not
know the student had moved.

01 Monday ,
Madore
attended a litok lai• session in the
dorm. 1 tie R A ot fourth floor west
section iii ()xiord who attended the
rap session. said Madmie stayed only
briefly .
Id not comment %% hen
asked if Madore appeared to be ill at
the tinw.
Late', around II:30 the saint'
evening. another 0\lord student
visited %facture in his MOM to borrow
a record a MUM. He said later that
Madore had looked pale and ragged,
and had told him to "get to hell
out." This student was apparently
the last person to see Madore before
he died.
Tuesday, a notice was left on the
door of room 112 fen Madore.
According to a reliable source, it was
probably' left byr one of Madore's

Alan J. Madore

brothers in Delta *Ian notifying hiti
that hr mid been accepteu as
pledge.
Madore was reportedly a Irienci o;
the stud..nt in room 112 ant was
thinking oi moving in with him
On Wednesday. all of the RA's in
Oxford had a meeting with Kober
Monterio, the head resident. At tha.
time Smith asked if anyone had seen
Madore, or knew where he was. 1 he
answer to this question went
undisclosed.
It is known that Madore's body
was discovered by Jeff Smith
sometime around 7:30 Thursday.
evening. There are several conflicting
stories as to just how he was found.
and why. And no one who knows
will devulge this information.
Two black eyes
After Christmas vacation. Madore
had returned to UMO with two black
eyes. He told various stories to
people who asked him about it. He
even told a friend that he was being
treated for the injury at the
infirmary..
Later, however, Madore revealed
to a student in Oxford the true cause
of the injury. He told the student
that he had had at least six mino
r
epileptic seizures in the past, and had
had his first major one during the
vacation.
There is no mention of a history
of epilepsy in Madore's medic
al
records, and he was not being treated
at the infirmary for it.
The
toxicology
report
will
pinpoint the cause of death. It shoul
d
he available by Friday, according to
Alfred Howes.
chief
criminal
investigator in the criminal divis
ion
f the Altos
'ral's office.

If you are a senior...

Senate still
unsure on
A &S suit
by Nelson Benton
Money for a suit which may never
materialile was appropriated by
the
student senate at a special session
last

could be
the most important
year of your life.
As you contemplate one of the
most important decisions
of your life, you will want to rem
ember this: it is not just
"a job" you are seeking—it shou
ld be the beginning of
a career. And if it is to be successf
ul. both you and your
employer must need and want each othe
r.
To help you with your decision, we
invite you to consider the opportunities at Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft. Currently, our engineers and scie
ntists are exploring the
ever-broadening avenues of ener
gy conversion for every
environment . . all opening up
new avenues of exploration in every field of aerospace,
marine and industrial
power application. The technica
l staff working on these
programs backed by Manageme
nt's determination to
provide the best and most adva
nced facilities and scientific apparatus, has already give
n the Company a firm
foothold in the current and,
sea, air and space programs so vital to our country's futu
re.

We select our engineers
and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the
equipment and facilities
only a leader can provide.
Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportun
ities. Encourage them to
push into fields that have
not been explored before.
Keep them reaching for a little
bit more responsibility
than they can manage. Rew
ard them well when they do
manage it
Your degree can be a B.S.,
M.S., or Ph.D. in:
• MECHANICAL ENGINE
ERING
• AERONAUTICAL ENGINE
ERING
• ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS
If your degree is in anot
her field, consult your college
placement officer—Or write
Mr. Len Black, Engineering
Department. Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108

Pratt & Whitne,./ Aircraft
; a

'

By a vote of 21-8. with
8
abstentions, the senate reaff
irmed
"its previous stand as regards the
law
suit against the faculty of the
College
of Arts & Sciences"
l'his previous stand was taken at
a
De... 1 meeting during whi:•h it
was
voted to take .SI.000 twin the
senate
surplus budget to Secure a UK:1,
CI to
!landle the case.
I lowever there IS no
some
te.stion a:, to the legalitv 0!
the
senate suing a faculty Oh
the
nivcrsity.
Senate president Chic Chal
mers
aid he had learned this from
a
.:iscussion with UMO
President
Ainthrop Libby.
The administration's lawyers
had
aised the issue of whether
the
audent senate had the right
to sue
.ne body which collected the
funds
..chich support it. This refers
to the
is, dollar student activity
fee added
, 1 each student's semester bill.
Bangor attorney, Philip Ingeneri,
who is currently advising the
senate,
..iid that it would be up to the
judge
ii decide whether
or not the suit is
legal. He repeated that he felt
the
, .use had merit in being brought
up in
ourt -' his position since the
senate
!irst asked his counsel.
At the special meeting, Chal
mers
aid Ingeneri had "done all he could
!,> settle matters outside
of court."
senate Fxecutive Assistant
David
siegel
added
that
he
was
-disappointed in Libby
and Notch,
II not giving our
lawyers a decent
audience."
At the beginning of debate
three
senators said their constituen
ts were
overwhelmingly against press
ing the
suit. However, following this,
two
oft-campus senators got up
to say.
the people they had talked to
were
generally in favor of proceedini
4 with
Ii
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Kent State
Drug arrest bodes
aid sought

page 3

ck flown

A drug raid at Gannet Hall last
I.ridav night was the first of its kind
in several years, but quite likely it
will not be the last.
According to Deputy Chief
Robert Picucci and Judiciary Officer
Charles Ludwig, a crackdown on
narcotics salesmen on campus is
imminent. Neither would predict
the
frequency, number, or method.
In the case of Wayne Chapman.
who was arrested in Gann
ett,
someone "decided to cooperate with
the police," according to Ludw
ig.
Presumably, future arrests will
depend on further such cooperatio
n.
Neither Ludwig nor the security

police
explained
what
their
A student senate camp
prediction of more arrests was based dollars in his 110SW.11(./11 at the time
aign to
of his arrest.
raise funds for the defense
on.
of the
Chapman was arraigned Tuesday
persons indicted in connection 25
Chap
man, a former UMO student, morn
with
ing in Third District Court in
the incidents at Kent State
was arrested for selling marijuana
last spring
Bangor. Bail was set at $2,000 and
will begin at UMO withi
hashi
sh,
a
felon
y under Maine law. the case was
n the next
continued until Feb. 24.
few weeks.
Five University policemen led by
Plans call for individuals to
Sgt.
Allan
Reyn
olds
along
with
go to
Ludwig, entered the Gannett Hall
every room in all dorms
to seek
room
with a warrant dated last
donations. A booth will be set
up in
Friday.
the Union where off-campus
students
Timpani, double trap set, vibes,
Two other students present were
can contribute. Tim
Keating. a
iniramba, xylophone, concert bells,
questioned and released.
freshman, is organizing the effor
t.
A search of the room ensued but orchestra chimes, piano, and gong
The money collected will go
to
will be used by the three-member
no
charges have resulted from
the Kent Legal Defense Fund
. that
. The
New Boston Percussion Ensemble in
investigation.
purpose of this group is to
"aid each
Chapman allegedly had over 300 their concert here on March 2.
defendant in securing
adequate
The three men who make up the
counsel" and "to pay all
expenses
ensemble are Allen Barker, James
arising from the legal fight."
Latimer, and Everett Beale. Barker
A Special Grand Jury hand
has appeared with the Boston Pops
ed
down indictments of first and
and at the National and Phillips
second
Some people may have us
degree riot and inciting to
Galleries in Washington D.C.
riot to 25
wrong. It's possible.
persons, mostly students and
faculty
James Latimer is head of the
For instance, we Paulists
at Kent State University. The
percussion
cost of
department at
are
known for the printed
the
these people's defense is expec
The Penobscot County Slicritt's
University of Wisconsin's School of
ted to
and the spoken word. Books.
to Feb. 23 and set bail at
exceed $100,000.
Office Tuesday, arrested Kevin $LIM:
Music and has performed with the
radio, and TV. The glamorous
I.000.
Vickers,
coordinator
world.
of
the
Bail was posted by James Boston Symphony.
Penobscot County Coalition for
Everett Beale is an associate
But there is another, bigge
Henderson, an assistant professor of
Peace and leader of the local Labor
world in which the Paulist r
political science at UMO. Vickers was member of the Boston Symphony
Support Committee.
moves .
released from jail at about 6 p.m. and has performed with the Boston
The arrest was made as a result of
A dusty corner in Utah
Ballet Opera and Philharmonic
Tuesday night.
where Paulists offer
an incident which occurred Monday
orchestras.
material and spiritual relief
afternoon as employees of the Old
Spend an unforgettable
The concert is being sponsored by
to migrant workers
Town Shoe Co. were leaving work. In
tun wait J front pagt
Unive
rsity
Arts and
Activities
AT SFA
An area known as East
his complaint, shoe company gener
Committee of LIMO.
on the !miner
al
Village and a Paulist who
Griswold's office files briefs in manager Leonard Daniels said
01
that
1:1-A ELIZAREM
understands the meaning
500 cases every year before the Vickers shouted something
at him
of "taking a trip."
Supreme Court.
which caused him to fear he was
in
TEACHERS NEEDED
A Newman Center on a
Accompanying Griswold on his danger of harm.
troubled college campus
visit were Craig Bradley of the
Vickers was arrested by a member
and a priest who is not a
Criminal Division, Mary Lawton of of the sheriffs office at
Opportunities for beginning and
Judge hut an understanding
1:40
the Office of Legal Counsel, and Tuesday afternoon in the Unive
ear and a mediator.
experienced candidates, private
rsity
James Turner of the Civil Right
Being
schools, coast to coast. Also
s Police Department's office on the
a Paulist isn't easy.
Ness tosser rates: full credit
Division.
Orono campus. The charge was
tor
public schools in the northeast.
Being a Paulist isn't glamorous.
in
. %% rite ludas for details
"threat by oral communication."
Wire-tapping Conspiracy Laws
Especially
sciences,
Its better.
from %% odd Campos
math,
%float. ChapJudge Morris Pilot- of the 3rd
Wire-tapping and conspiracy trials
languages. Write
w.111 (
today for
no (( 16, ()r.ier.4k
For more information on
Distri
ct
Cour
t continued Vicker's ( 5 92666
were two other topics discussed
particulars.
Paulist priestly spirit write to:
Tuesday night at a question and
Res.Donald C.Campbell,CS.P.
answer session in the Memorial
Vocation Director
Gymnasium. About 200 people
turned out for the meeting.
School Service Bureau
In reply to a question concerning
Post Office Box 278K
the use of conspiracy laws to
Windsor, Connecticut 06095
suppress political dissent. Griswold
and
his associates said
LONDON
that
Tel. 203 688-6409
Room 112
conspiracy charges are
IN
RANOOC
usually
415 Nest 59Th Street
brought in anti-trust, fraud, and
Old English Pub and Chop House
New 1 ork. N.1. 10019
other cases which are non-political.
They also pointed out that discretion
'Wee.
BANQUET
was necessary in applying the law
r and Function Rooms
which is often abused.
LION'S DEN
20
The)
explained
TUDOR ROOM
that
the
SO
CRYSTAL ROOM
conspiracy law was "a touchy area
75
RED LION UNDER
300 •""but a necessary one." It is a valuable
tool for preservation of the law in
427 Main Street Bangor (207) 942-6361
945 -LONDON
our society, they said.
Asked about the relationship of
the Justice Department and the FBI.
Griswold said the I ederal Bureau of
Investigation was part of the Justice
Department and had an honorable
and effective history.
Griswold also said that although
J. Edgar Hoover likes to "run his own
shop." there are no feelings that the
FBI is ignoring the wishes of the
Attorney General's office.
Concerning
local
matters,
Griswold discussed a federal law suit
against Maine which claims that the
state has no right to claim
jurisdiction 100 miles out into the
ocean. If the federal government wins
the case, they hope to establish a
definite three-mile limit off the coast.
Visit Delayed
Griswold was originally sclik.,n41,6
It's find out time! Time for you to
find out the role
to visit UMO Dec. 3-4. but the visit
you might play in the company that
was canceled by a student format
has designed
or constructed over 8 billion dollars
committee
because
of fossil fuel,
of
a
hydroelectric and nuclear plants.
misunderstanding between students
and the administration.
After the misunderstanding had
There's never been a more exciting
time to join
been cleared up and the Memorial
Ebas
co. Forecasts call for electrical pow
Gymnasium had been secured for a
er
systems 31/2 times the size of our pres
mass student meeting, the visit was
All you need do is call us. Well tell you everything you
ent
should and may want to know about a safe,
rescheduled for Feb. 16.
national systems. As an engineer at
Ebasco
tion in N.Y. and if you wish, arrange for the legal aborAlthough the entire visit was a
you'l
finest medil be in the forefront of this activity.
cal care at. It* lowest possible cost for such
Ebasco
peaceful one, a small picket line of
services.
engineers always have been.
Private chauffeured limousine, a mode
about 20 students greeted Griswold
rn
suite
wher
e
you may relax and enjoy refreshments
are
and his associates outside the gym
fee, which covers everything. Your peacall part of our
e of mind is
See your Placement Director soon to
Tuesday.- night. Their signs read "free
our foremost concern.
arrange a

Boston • ensemble
appearing m arch 2

Is our image
slipping?

Coalition head jailed 1
for verbal assault

Justice officials
talk about FBI

sENIEsTER

Paulist

1

6-Father:

r---ENGINEERING GRADUATES '1

DAILY PICK-UP SERVICE
HILLSON CLEANERS
************
18 MILL STREET —

ORONO

MAINE
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you'll need compassion.
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oppression,free Angela Davis,'"light
repression," and "Mitchell. stop
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Q&A session with the Ebasco representati
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New York 10006. An Equal Opportunity
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The right to know

bob h aske I I
editor
phil cunningh3111

The circumstances surrounding the
recent
death of UMO student Alan Mado
re are
shrouded in mystery, rumor, and spec
ulation.
The cause of this confusion arises
from the fact
that everyone in Oxford Hall, where
Madore
died, and most persons connected with
the case
either refuse to talk, or will not give
out any
specific details until the exact cause
of death
has been announced.
The reason given for this informat
ion
embargo was that certain campus and
state
officials did not want rumors circulating
that
might injure Madore's reputation,and caus
e his
family added grief. Yet, as always happ
ens
when there is a lack of information avai
lable,
people make up their own stories.which
are
elaborated on with each telling. In the
end,
rumors that result are even more damaging
.
Another unfortunate consequence of silence
is a credibility gap. We all know what happ
ened
to Johnson, and can see what is happenin
g to
Nixon because of his recent news embargo
on
the Laos operation. The public is
still
wondering, even now that the ban has
been
lifted, whether they are being told the trut
h. It
is easier to live after the fact; after ther
e has
been time to cover incriminating evidence
, and
after little things may have been forgotte
n.
The people have grown weary of stra
ined
credibility in public office. They are tired
of
dangerous rumor and wide-eyed speculat
ion.
They know of man's capacity for ingenuit
y, but
apparent lack of wisdom and foresigh
t; and,
therefore, tend to distrust all intentio
ns that are
not carefully spelled out for them befo
re hand.
In the Madore case, several impo
rtant
questions remain unanswered,
and will
probably never be answered prop
erly now,
because of certain facts that have
not been
made available.
Madore apparently had a hist
ory of
epilepsy, but it was not recorded
here at the
University, and if it was recorded
anywhere
else, why was it kept a secret?
Madore was apparently ill on Mon
day. the
last evening he was seen alive. Dr.
Wilfred
Butterfield. the medical examiner
, said he

business manager
probably died that very evening, or on the next
morning. But he wasn't found until Thursday
ed lafreniere
news editor
evening. No one will discuss the circumstance
s
tad
macy
adver
tising manager
under which he was found. Why?
john carey
editorial editor
The RA in Madore's section asked other
RA's at a meeting on Wednesday if anyone
worts editor
mark leslie
had
seen him. Not only was the answer to
chris
dana
social editor
her
that
question withheld, no one actually went
fred howe
photography editor
to
check on Madore until Thursday evening.
Published Thursdays during the college year by students
Did
no one care? One can only suppose the
of the University of Maine in Orono. Subscription rate most
sinister when the right answer is
S2.50 per semester, S4.00 per year. Local advertising
not
rate - $2.00 per column inch. Editorial and business
forthcoming.
offices located at 106 Lord Hall, University of Maine,
According to Maine statutes, the Attorney
Orono, Maine, 04473. Telephone (207) 866-7531.
General's office must investigate all unat
Represented for national advertising by National
tended
deaths. If his office does not have the reso
Fclucational Advertising Services, a division 01- 12.—Ider%
urces,
Digest Sales and Services, In., 360 Lesington Avenue,
then he must relegate the responsibility to
some
New York, New York, 10017. Second class postage paid
other state agency. The State Police repo
rtedly
at Orono, Maine, 04473.
probed the Madore death.
This raises serious questions abou
t the
•
structure of Maine state governme
Die Saint Valentines/George Washingt
nt. A
on/Abraham Lincoln
birthday weekend was the cause of
CAMPUS staff writer, who was
many celebrations on
seeking a
campus. Why, on a certain section Satu
progress report on autopsy tests,
rday night there was a
called the
young man dressed like Cupid. wear
State Police. They referred him to the County
ing a beard, posed on his
bed like he was crossing the Delaware
. A reliable source says
Attorney. Sources at the County Attorney
his Martha was similarly enebriated
's
.
office, however, were not available for
The Justice Department has come
comment.
and gone. If only winter
could act in such haste.
The reporter then called the Attorney
General's office, which is supposed to make
the
final announcement as to the cause of deat
h.
But a spokesman for the Attorney General
told
the reporter to contact a medical examiner
at
The fate of 73 cents
Eastern Maine Medical Center.. He, howe
ver, To the Fditor:
said he had nothing to do with the case,
and
fee, or to abolish the student
referred the reporter to Dr. Wilfred Butterfi
senate.
When I first heard about
eld
As far as voting for candi
the
in Lincoln, who examined Madore's body
dates
abort
ion
fund for UMO co-eds, I was who oppose
a few
the fund is concerned. I
hours after it was found in Oxfo
upset. When I heard that 73
rd Hall.
cents of plan to do just that. I'd also
like to
my activity fee was to be alloc
Toxicology reports, he said, had
ated to see a referendum to repeal the
not been
fund this
fund
, I was even more upset and but what
completed.
happens to the 73 cents
now that I find out thore's
nothing I until
that
It appears that this part of the
time and
perhaps
can do about it, I'm angry.
state
afterwards if the fund is
government is not being run very effic
not
Last week I went to the
iently.
aboli
student
shed. The point is, I in no way
Perhaps the responsibility of inve
senate office to request that
my 73 want any portion of my Activity
stigating cents
Fee
be take
unattended deaths should be retu
rned to allocated elsewn out of the fund and used for any period of time to help
here. The answer was any co-ed obta
County officials. Maybe then peop
in an abortion. I can't
le seeking affirmative. Today howe
ver. I compromise with my conscience
information will have some vague idea
by
recei
ved
a letter from the General voting in
as to
a spring election.
whom they should call.
Student Senate informin
g me that
If the

de
wt.
on
ott
WIrigl

Our readers write in...

(DAP)

Let's add to
add and drop
Like the march of the Lemmings
to the sea
or the return of the swallows to
Capistrano. the
semi-annual charge of students
to department
head offices is a numbing sight
. Literally,
thousands of students participate
in one of
Orono's fastest growing sports.
add and drop.
1'or the uninitiated (the luck, ones
add and
drop is the process of changing
courses for
which one has already been regis
tered.
One changes courses because he
often feels
that the course will not live
up to his
preregistration expectations. More
often, the
change is due to a dislike in
schedule or
personnel (spelled p-r-o-f-e-s-s-o-r).
In any case, there is little or no
dispute
about the right of a student to chan
ge his mind
about the schedule he originally
chose. It
follows that he also has the right to
change that
schedule to a reasonable degree (wit
hin limits
prescribed by the University.)
The present system is of fair qual
ity. but
should be lengthened. This woul
d (Iigive

•11

students more time to evaluate
their courses:
121 reduce the size of the daily
rush to advisors.
deans and department heads:
and 131 give the
students a longer look at a
class they may
cinisider dropping.
Often the meat of the course is
not dealt
with in the first two or three
classes. Because of
this, students often do not
get an accurate idea
of what the course contains
. Also, it would
harm students little if the
first three of a
semester's 45 class meetings
were missed.
The student involved, of cour
se, would he
missing the work at his own risk,
but it is a risk
that would be well wort
hwhile if one weighs the
loss of one week's time
against the despair of
fourteen weeks of drudgery
would bring in a
class a student finds he
does not have an
interest in.
For these reasons, it is felt
that it would be
advisable to extend the add and
drop period at
least to a full two weeks.
)

reallocation of that portion
of my
Activity
lee
is
"both
administratively unworkable
and not
in accordance with trustee
policy..."
What kind of bureaucrat
ic garbage is
this? What were they
doing with my
money before the birth
of the
abortion fund? Whatever
it was, I'd
appreciate it if they 'd conti
nue doing
it.

In the letter. they
suggested
"several 'alternative meth
ods
%% Inch students
who object to the
Population Control I und
(abortion
.1 nth an register their
opinion and
,sibly make efforts to
repeal this
lion.—
I he
two
suggested
'tentative are i Il vote in
the spring
et ions for candidates
who oppose
'1.• fund and or 121
bring about a
?IT U.. ss ide retire
nd um to repeal
t(Ind, repeal ilk. ',indent
al IR uiy

majority is in favor of an
abortion fund, it's democratic
ally
right to have one. If the major
ity'
deems it necessary to destr
oy life in
the name of "population
control.you can do just that but don'
t force
me to help because I can't
and I
won't.
If the United States governme
nt
can reallocate tas revenue
for people
who oppose the war
on moral
grounds tioan Baez for es.),
then I
don't see how it is out of the
realm
of possibility for the
UMO senate to
reallocate my 73 cents know
ing that
I deeply oppose abortion
on moral
grounds. If a comples burea
ucracy
like the U.S. government t'an do
it.
why can't the senators of UMO
?
If anybody. feels the way I do.
let's get something going.
ken I eltlani
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CAMPUS WATCHING

by \like Huston

silohita
Many neoply have asked
me why I
• ked
lie IM
1 rnSlees
tesi

to

when (hey

,.....1111e

up

to see

gn

us two

seeks Itgo tind others
hate told Me
that they thought I %l as lather rude
to hate done .o at the ynd of
the
meeting when there Stas no
tune for
the trustees to react or repl.t
deeansc ibIsillat be true. I woukt
luke to take this opportunity to
sat.
NOM.isut only because there isas
II

time tor the board to
reply and
tuse of the 'niestion yy
Inch I

..,irissed to them.
!re
icason.
tills paitielllar
lt,ttts badk to liv
BOald .11
01.11%1.111AI
vi

on

the

nember

the

st

ieft with

ed

their

irst

1 lulstcv.s as

:111.11111......itiOn5
that !Arne

boaro

;real: on that point.

I

:11

no

wanted

quantication

was an

.atere.t in the Uniyersity and
that the
ttoyernor and his L‘ccuti‘e
Council

Capitol

nit

mind

is

not reason

ire several people in
the State of \lame with
an interest in
the UniYersity ot
Maine who would
tindoubtably like the opport
inity to
it on the Board of
Trustees and be
abIe to make their %los.,
and opinions
'art ot the L inversity 's
Another reason tor asking
this ot
ic trustee. is as the oserwi
telming
:mount ot dissent
which has been

fItc ;Iasi tot,

.3h:1(mi III
:heir dc y

kmard s

i& is totd policies.
,anitJte

cOltsh,-Ion0
vsv.at Isv .vv

vol

rocs,:
t.voil ;tic &maid. 0.11

Jlsv a-muiv to

oat 01

,iia t th is w a s

I
a

i.

indicated

that

to Ills. trustees' priorities As more of. this
type of meeting with
related to buildings and programs at studen
ts but
without all the
the l'niversity. I his was evident at formal
ity and without having a
the open meeting held in Hauck
private guard on a tow of parkin
g
auditorium. I he lack ot guidelines places for their ears.
.rout the trustees as relates to
In
other
the
words, come to UMO
mrine ol persons trim) minority and be treate
d like ant other person
!tours was .titictzed and I'm nut on campus fight
for a nlaye to park,
airy Ii 11 lea tly s..1111t In.
look around for the ffleeti
ng place
lb ii. pinion that if the and perhaps even talk
to students as
rslv.ttert:
they lind their way to it I hen
al their desire
at the
33;e5 mote ac..mrately reflect
the ifleeting itself, come down off the
ot the %lame ;Ample, stage and sit with students.
a. a ,Itet arc ...lterse as they stated
Hate these meetings once a
,r,h% nig A1111 the Governor Ann
•month
be
the :lay
before .1
''rue aoottt die change.
!necting as this last wit
was ,t 'a inch to .re.ite all
was,.
nt ,t
ot the trustee.
tout t -t`ti‘- rt. II , •Ill. Il ilie , omposi
:tate to ..ov
tion
!tv‘, or three
‘,•sit 3.
5501.11d
:31,pits and rails to
L •13
•-niation on 1 heir
.:iment• 3, •1 . no administrators
10
mound.
1'e:it/int! that tIlls ts not
i ins 01 nhtaki a little till).. oil
a 'Cr'.
and 11a1 It I1
rustei.. part hut i would hopc
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.:11:1 think (hat :I. they are dealcato
Board

candidates iii

the

UniYersity

has 10 start doing a better !oli ot
selling itself to the people. Indeed
the
candidate
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lost.
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who
nevertheless gathered
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There were some interesting
developments in Augusta last week
which could have a profound effect
on the University of Maine as well as
other Maine educations institutions.
What that effect will be is not clear
right now.
Several measures which have to
do with funding for education in the
state of Maine were switched from
their original reference to the
Appropriations and Finance Affairs
Committee
to
the
legislative
Education Committee.
-The
thinking
is
that
the
• Education Committee is better
equipped to deal with problems of
educational policy. There were those
in the legislature who disagreed.
almost violently at times. Then the
battle ensued.
The senate had earlier voted that
the measures would go to Education
and the bills were sent down to the
/louse for them to recede front their
former reference and to concur with
the Senate's action action in referring
them to Education.

'the bills involved are:
"An Act Appropriating Funds
for Educational Costs for
Maine Students in Private
Schools of Higher Education."
(H.P. 475)
"An Act to Authorize the
Construction
of
Self-Liquidating Housing for
the University of Maine and
the Issuance of Bonds of the
State of Maine in an Amount
not Lsceeding $10,000,000
for the Financing Thereof."
524)
"An Act to Authorize Bond
Issue in the Amount of
$19,145.000
for
the
Construction and Renovation
of Higher Education 1 acilities
at the University of Maine."
iS.P. 129)
"An

Act

Issue

to

in

S3,850,000

Authorize

the

Bond

Amount
for

of

Student

Housing at CNIVTI.
and
the
Maine
Maritime
Academy,
Site

NNIVTI,

Improvements at
County

Washington

yr!. Healing

and Air
Conditioning
Shop
and
Laboratory
at
SMVTI.
Comp le t ion
ot'
School
Building at Peter Dana Point
Reservation and 'tribal halls
for
Penobscot
and
Passamaquoddy
Reservations.
"M.P.

1751

To save lime and avoid confusing
all of us any more than we are now.
we will just look at two of these bills:
the bond issue for $10 million for
housing and the $19.1
million for
construction and renovation, both at
the University of Maine. Debate on
reference
of
these
two
education-oriented
measures
is
typical of the arguments to conic.
[louse Majority I lour Leader
Roosevelt Susi IR-Pittsfield) said "in
the formation of policy ... in the
field of education - dollar matters
md policy do hate A certain

parallel." Sust went on to say that,
alter the taltication Committee had
reviewed the measure and Made its
recommendations, it could forward
these it:annum:nil:limns on to the
Appropriations and Financial Affairs
Committee for their final disposal.
Rep.
I'loyd
M.
Haskell
R-Houlton) said the legislature has
not been faced in the past" with the
very critical ivolicy decisions that are
going to have to be made over
the
nest live years."
Haskell said the State in the past
has had to build on "a catch-up
basis" but said the Aroostook
lawmaker, in the nest live to ten
years, every state in the nation,
including Maine. will have to make"
the most dramatic reassessment of
priorities in education that this
nation has ever esperienced."
I his was to be the theme of those
who sought, with partial success, to
wrest
some
power from
the
A ppropria t ions Committee.
Rep. Louis Jalbert ID-Lewiston),
ranking !louse
DeillOY rat
on the
,appropriations Committee. made a

Carnival ends up all wet
To the Editor•

the

biggest

weekend of tile spring semester. Way
held this past weekend for those of

On who did not hate the pleasure of
attending any of the so-called
testis Ines.
Ihe 11 inter Carnital Committee.
%% hid) began meeting last December.
pent many long hours working on
Ills' program
they put together what
they ‘onside.ed to be a new and
cseding %Ian. of activities. To their
disappointment many of the students
did not feel this way.
!here N1' Ins to be a maior
rroblem con'•onting the Lampus this
y ear. I his problem is STUDEN't
.aPA 111Y. \\ by does it prevail?
Students complain ot the lack of
things

to

dc

here

on

campus; yet

when given the opportunity, the
majority prefer to sit at !ionic and
discuss the way things should be rim.
What these students don't realize

itent
.1055 as well as Ill rt.,
lit vr
thIs .111.111 airtttIllt tit tulle
ontIll be spared on the:r ran.

Is that their opinion is as respee
tcd as
the nest person is, if onls. they would

the Editor

gite a little of their tinw. It these
the courtesy to even reply in the
students can't or won't find the tune. allot
led time.
the least they can do is take their
Ideas
to
a
la inter
Carnital
Because of the apathy shown,
the
representative; they would have more progra
m %tat. tantelled. 1111s IN 'wily
than welcomed any suggestions. one
instance of the problems this
comments. or criticisms.
committee hail to lace.
One esample for the lack of
corn muni ea tion
between
the
Winter Cartnyal has come and
cormnittee and the students was the gone. May
be nest year it will be
program
planned
for Saturday. difterent. Maybe it the students and
afternoon, the basic idea was tO hold commit
tee work together, nest year
'
s
a University of Maine Olympics. w ith Winter
Calmat will he the best year.
each dorm being represented by a
May be
Let's hope so.
learn of is "qualified athletes".
Letters were written to each
LI B 83. DML

I was ver. glad t, iicar that the
abortion fund is finally being
investigated. This fund is not only
morally questionable ht.t violates the
civd rights 01 every. LAIO student. Its
had enough that every student is
forced to pay a student al.tRity fee in
the first place but then certain
irresponsible Senators ,old insult to
blatently imsappropriating
miury
this money to a controversial project
that serves only J very small
minority.
Since wbcri is the senate so

almighty it can make such importan.
decisions without asking the student
body through J referendum?! 1 he
least the senate could do is require
each senator to report back to his
constituency regularly as is now done
in only a few dorms.
Another measure to reinforce
participartory democracy would be
to amend the senate etinsnution so
that a senators constituency would
hate the power to impeach or recall
him when he no longer responds to
the still of the people.
Philip

Diming

long speech to the net cited that
education money measures hate
always gone to Appropriations
and
that is the way it should continue.
Jalbert also argued that this
particukir measure, the $19.1 millio
n
University bond issue, would be
weakened if it was reported out of
any
eommittee
other
than
A ppm pr ia tions.
And so the arguments ran. The
$19.1 million measure was referred
to hdtication on a vote
of 78 to 66.
But the similar $10 million bond
issue

for

housing

self-liquidating
was

University

sent

to
the
.1ppropriations Committee
by a vote
of 71
to 64. This action
went
contrary to the Senate's
action of

sending the measure to the Education
Committee.
By week's end the matter
was still
up in the air, however. There
was a
motion on Friday to recons
ider the
House action on each of these
bills.
That motion
was
tabled
until
Tuesday. I'eb. 16.
We haven't heard
the last of this
hassle.

Tell it to Hanoi I Bangor branch)
dormitory
president in January
asking them to arrange a dorm
meeting where J Winter Carnival
representative
could
come and
esplain the program to the %Indents.
Only five dormitory presidents had

kn investigation at last
to

to the lAr. future
and to improyin.

FUNDING

by Mike Craig
Campus State House reporter

Carnival,

i(nr

out meats

BATTLE

Winter

ntot SS sit to tollow it.

I tI

the I ditor
I don't know

what the( oalition

I or Peace is supposed to represent,
hut it sure wasn't much on I eh. I I.
I hey St ere dott 11 at the I ederal
Budding in Bangor picketing

against
I Jos. I guess, butt it turned into a
march against those who dts4ree
with them.
People from N oung Americans for
I reedom
were
there
tounter-deni(instrating in what they
calI "Tell it to Hanoi."
not in
Y.A.I.. but '
I ve seen some of their

propaganda). I hey hadn't been there
a minute or less when the Coalition
and tricnds began the most revolting
tirade of terbal abuse Fte heard in
quite a while.
It that was peace, man, then
I'm
for war. I hey were pretty crude. I
saw one ot them push a gul, and
that
did it. So to ketin Vickers and the
rest of you. count me out. You don't
speak for me anymore. I'm not
necessarily getting into the Right
Wing either, but they made the
Coalition for Peace look pretty sick.

R. John Harris
Making the most of it
It. the 1 ditor:
I was quite interested in the they were
moved to I ernald Hall.
artivle about the hibrars in the last
Why can't tables and chairs be
issue ot the vampus. because I have provid
ed here until the space is
many times been unable
to find room
actually needed or until the newto study in the library
as I'm sure library wing is built. Until that time
many others have.
this action would be a great help at
However. since last
year. I have
relieving the congestion.
been wondering why someth
ing
hasn't been done to utilize
the spaces
D.H.C.
ock upied by the deans' offices
before

(CM/MS Correction
[he reporter wrote that a
comment was made to the effect that
I he I ebruary 12th issue tarries a
the Council of Colleges does not have
story of the negatite at.tion of the
legislative
powers
and
is
Council of Colleges on a proposal
administrative.
It
is
not
submitted by Mike Huston. Prior to
administrative hut rather it is
the vote there was discussion and the
advisory.. Ihere is a great difference
reporter included a comment made tn
in the meeting of the two words.
the discussion hut did so incorrectly.
I know precisely what was said
It involves one word but that one
for as a former chairman of the
word is very important.
Council I made the comment. The
To the I.ditor

council, composed
of faculty,
administrators and students can carry
considerable
weight
in
its
recommendations to the president
but in itself does not legislate. With
regard to policy, this is also the role
of the General Student Senate.
Harold F. Young
Professor
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4.student first girl in tech honor society

Cl

by Chris Danaher

back in the other direction, about angle
s of her body. There is no 'I hat day: is not right around the
thirty: feet in all. Outside the door harri
dan preaching of the principles corner. however. After getting her
Tau
Beta Pi, the
national the
reso
unding
racket
of of chemistry . What eomes through is Master's here at Main she plans to
engineering
honor
society. has "ashcan-ball"
e
tills the hallway as the a gentle interest in what she's
accepted its first female memb
doing get a Ph.l I. in organic chemistry
er guy s who study nearby let off
steam. now. chemistry , and what she plans 1 hat Is Some
from the Orono campus.
jump Ito mu the medisal
Perched on one of the desks. for the
Vi hat sort of Image does that
medical research.
teehitictin she planned to be during
Kathy talks nonchalantly about her
Kathy 's researching day s started high school day s.
statement call forth? Do you sec
a aehiesC111CIlts. dismissing as
Iris 111
bet ore her senior y ear in high school
10MbON': Or perhaps a %omen's 1 lb
advocate. out to beat the male things like her high-school research ‘l hen 'he studied "Kinetics of
Somehow, though. y ou get the
job at the Ja.kson I ab in Bar Harbii. Ms
chauvinist at his own game? I orget
And
I ry th ropocish
During idea that she can manage
And
her marks and her place as sole Preg
It. Most real people don't tall into
nall0 ifi Splenlit01111/Cd %CC.
' probably manage very well. Kathy is
fema
le
memb
er
ot
J
those stereoty red traps and Kathy
JI Ore .1aCks011 ah, She translate\ a liberated female in the truest sense
.
male so,. lets
Kirk is no exception.
as " . . measuring blood cell her intelligencc frees het lion.
produ
ction
May be ou could stretch thing
ratesin
a
vt.'0
stereoty pe. She can attend 11 omen*s
No Harridan Preaching
s
!ii.ittcr-t-laei
and all her
topic.
Next year or
yin genius Ito use
lib mc..ctings ss ith an Open mind and
I he Winer-Won, ,d
Bain - P,"
another Inn: ,cs or. cliche t. After
,11,6 the %Car after she cs ill start
"it thes vet ridiculous I'll lust slop
all. dwarf kath
slight
figur
e
lief
she did ire ; into the honor socie
ss irk on -the ss [Wiests of branch
going
ty: finely chiseled features arc train,
:d by
Actin sugars.- I ii,.'se arc Onnsual
and that required that a junior be
in
pale brown hair which falls in a ,...urve carbo
the top eighth of the class. She
hy drafts which
may
base
has
on the bask of her neck and also appli
cations in ined1.111C.
maintained a 4.0 aserage during her
tends to get tangled in her glassss.
entne college career. I urthermore.
She pushes it back cc ith the long
Kathy has been addicted to books
On To Masters :And Ph.D.
In. Doris I ..chch Allen. old
tapered fingers of one band s\ ItIle the
since she was old enough to turn
Town native an,: 11A10 alimma
other clutches a can of Coke. When
who
Medical Research viii! be Kathy 's returns to
pages by herself. On the road
the campus each summer
to
Kathy speaks her manner belies the field when she
finis
hes
educa
her
being a absent-minded professor. you
tion. to teach a Summer Sessi
on course,
think' Sorry . again.
has been named one of the Wom
en of
lo
understand
the Year in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Kathy
Kirk,
may be it's best to see her in her
Mrs. Allen, who is intentiona
lly
home ens nonment. the chemistry
known for her work in psyc
hodrama.
(°num\ to popular opinion, all
is JI1 adjunct professor of psy
etiology
tech
st ii &i en Is
at the University' of Cincinnati
are
not
where
wr'ench-wielding males. Kathy is a
she established the first cours
e in
cheinisfiy si..dent in the College of
psychodrama. UMO is the
first
eclinology with plans to apply her
university to offer psychodrama
for
isn‘ss We: in the field of medical
credit during a Summer Session.
researsn

And stic approaches
things like
pledge rituals with common
sense.
I lie hi a‘s bent. symbol of
the
engineering
honor
society ,
supposed to he worn by all
mac
members at all times. Kath
y isn't
ashamed of it. "I'll has,.' it on
me, in
my pocket." but she doesn't
feel liks
taking all the grief that
members tit
her ON% n department dish out
so sht
refuses to flaunt it the cs as
the rulesuggest
I ie. stets city pc lades.
to be
replaced by
determined wisp
blue leans and a red shirt.
Don't tell
her what ...a:I Ise dont bY
a girl. She
\c owl

UMO psychologist -alumna honored

Work in "The Barn"
1 he row,cs here she 1k ..tk, is 1,1
th.: tor floor et
HA. It is
k n„cc r,
t,w1111.11, ..•
Vast
V. Ilk

prOpt,111011' OI
I,
.

1:11,01-.11kstl

1)111

Ws,

\k.'•

\ov.. most of 111,...:1
by

\fi e Allen's et hut',
to promote
peace particularly her
work with
children, were outlined
in an
Enquirer article about her
selection
:As the founder
of Children's
International Summer Villa
ges, begun
in Cincinnati in 1951, Mrs.
Allen and
her
organization
have
brought
together 7.0011 children
from around
the world.
Mrs. Allen is a 1923 graduate
or
and received her maste
r's
degree here in 1926.
LIMO.

Goodell assails war
sonfinue., now

CI
Roon

Senn!
Iduc
Res
(0
:
eal3uti

Progta
rh

Organ]
Akin()
CD
admiss
7 and

El'

CI&
highl
As
igtr
in the c

the 19.i
be
pjeu.
n ,1,
1a
seen on
Harold
original
al

ti

th'ICIRI
1110

%tot, 1,,

Olelt. I .11:0!1.illVe

but I think
oecasion,

its p

z •

Vani Ithlei

hit To
fstn
l
session.
brought
generalic
and ti,.

to our so I,

trios... arc set y

rare

Fixed date
Wil.a does Giodell think is Ills
best way to stop the scar!
"We should set a fixed date to .vsa
all out troop. out ot Vietnam. I hat''
the ,MI)
was
to get this thing
settled
Goodell did not milt ntion that it
was this demand he made of Nixon
that first got him into trouble \soh
the Administration.
\\jilt
r•S.
st* boffed
But Goodell went on.
by Gary Grosse
cloy n in Southeast A sia.
Ihe ooem is concerned with
the tOregi.iit is oho it has a
deklarcd OUrseke, tO bc
Mellow.
reflections ot a flirinei Nj/I
"1
he Saigon gos eminent is
,is he
down-home tone.
a getting out. I think negotiations
1 hree former 1•MO si ttdciits. I iitt
studies an old Lerman helmet.
corrupt
die
wors
hip
they 'se
1 he trio of I. MO students
With
Smith, Sherry Dresser and Step
would he getting undercs \ %cry last.
hen the memory ot Dachau
impoconed all their opposition
still :111%e, lw
represented were all members
. And
Black tall class of '70). are among
And
sure the North lc:frames:
or a
ten seems to renounce the
V.
e'cs
stood hy tor sears insulating
folly of group of Orono poets who
Maine college poets honored by
would be %er,\ eagc; to disc t;s-, the
publishod
the nationalism. ("What could
thts
goy
ernil
lent
he has,. under
Maine Commission of the Arts
the
P.O.W. issue w ith us.
title
Mc Blairket
and known of Dachau. of Poland
hi vic' 11A11.1 intersened
'
.
A Conspiracy III the spring ot 19711.
Humanities.
in
'Nixon would like to 5'. ii the :SA
helmet will not blind' me' I will
'chum, what would has,
:(wen the On Uri' LIU:MI-Che
not
One member. Sherry Dresset. who
Their works, selected from 70(1 Ness
ap In Milt\ iii l‘es
worst we eouid has.: expe
Or kiss or drink from it
cted'
as signs her ilocius S. Holden Dresser.
. Ito lost---hrIt I don't think it 'is ill w ork in
entries. have been collected
is (hi Minh nicer
in J Untr Dahne did." i.
anted
a poet whose work displ
to
be the long rim."
booklet entitled "Pri/e Poems
ay s a dominated by
of
the Chinese. In face
Yet the final lines lease the strength born of her inde
1970". Serving as judges were
1 imetable needed
pend
ence the North Viet
three questi
namese detest the
on
niCS01%ed, and conlidenee. Sherry (who was my
GoOdCll »as Ihe lust senator to
Maine poets. Richard Aldri
Chin
dge, t"Although-alth
ese
Al! of A'ietn.on would haw
ough I begin ... to lady's roomate is 'icing on the Main
demand from Nixon a timetable to
Florence Jacobs and John Tagli
e ended up Js a I
abile. See a patte
ito-like nation in
rn he SaM, 011CC in war.") A coast and lien poem A Black Crow
withdraw toops from N. lemon. And
The collection is noteworthy,
is Southeast
but challenge.
Asa:.
I hailand
influenced by the sea. A Black
he voted against the Administration
and
a few works display some
Crow
Maljy
su would not be molested.
of the
has the tight. austere quali
We every
tulle on
I lies,.' poems were Virittot durin
errors that plague neophy te
the ten key
ty of Zen shouldn't go in
g an.
poets.
and fight a el% ml war
issues—including
the
sprin
Ilay:nesworth.
g
ofien
sise 01 1970 while
While Pamela Alexander'
Ion
them
.
s (Bates the political
/1.1‘,Ing spent time with
Carswell. and ABM --- that same
waters were boiling.
College) Speaking of Egypt
Sherry .
"What Nixon really want
ians Lool Only one poem
s is a
before the Senate in Ins two years as
, howeser. is openly her dedication is matched by her
at 1/at Cat. contains some
military victory won by
interesting political. Lon
contr
the South
ol
of
senator.
the
medi
um.
a
Position Fire by Dick
puns and an under
Viet
name
se. Ile doesn't care how
standing of I- itlion
Stephen Blaek, also of
But while Goodell \vas going to
(St. Urancis College) is
the
internal rhyming schemes,
much napalm is used or
"Conspiraey" comes
it falls dominated by
how: many
the left, much of his party was going
close
to
the
imag
e of souls roma
down on certain points.
innoc
ent
cis
deans
are killed.
ntic
self-indulgence
the other
frying in the hell of Vietnam.
way. Only
but
because
"'No our policy is to
The poem seems burdened
skillfully avoids it. His
make
Rockefeller controlled the G.O.P. in
Residing over the scene is The Grea
by
poem
is
t untitled.
incursions into Cambodia
gimmicks.
Alexander
but for convenience it is
and Laos. New York did Goodell
seems White rather. "the spatula wield
get the
1 hen we'll have to Cambodia
ing referred to
enamored with asymmetrical desig
as The sea is too big . .
nize the senatorial nomination last summ
n. Sam,"
er.
Camb
odia
ns
She would do well to remember
and
I
Jimm
aotia
y
Smit
nize
h
a'
the
last June. Rep. Richard Ottinger of
MO i is a writer
that
With so much hype going down of
Laotiarh:'
a poem is not a poem simply beca
notab
.
le
talent who looks and
Buffalo
use
won
Democratic
the
Fillion's
restrained
A few in the audience
the lines don't go to the end
personalized writes
like
chuckled
a
of the
senatoral runoff.
hash -stoned
attac
ke
but
again
most
st
the
rema
page.
war is especially Shakespeare.
ined quiet.
llhe result was that N In% Yorkers
effective.
"I hase no doubt the incur
His And The Power of God
sions were left with two bonaf
Anthropomorphic poetry is bad
and
ide liberals
'.'.ill
Fasily the most powerful poem
help
Ill
a
temp
orar
y way . But the battling each
is .4mps deals with a performance
enough when it's done with livin
other for Goodell's seat,
of
sHoperi
g a reconstruction of the Cocoanut Blood,
o tOglihios a!11 II: thrtlioldni.(sis
Sweat .111d hears at the Bost
ontottraoas in a state where polit
organisms, but The Deer by John
on
ical anal)sts
Grove Fire of 1942 which took
is
492 Garden. Smith captures the eroti
Sinclair 1UMA)extends it beyond life
I igure that a majority of New
c
lives. Jim Martin (Colby ('ollege)
like
the
veins
on
your
hand. I he land
uses violence
when, viewing a dismembered
and
Yorkers
%ado-masochism
consider
themselves
is inhospitable to an army
deer
brevity and understatement to
create inherent in rock performances
but n is courser'.at
carcass, he writes. "An ear stoo
:
a concrete experience for the
hospitable to guerrilla \carf
d
reade
are.
r,
"Lipsius stuffing the mike deep
In a
straight
1 hen genial and wealthy James
up/Listening
in
to
military
A Reunion abounds with
my
sense, this isn't
finely his sax / and for the next
any
shout./One eye looked up to see /If turne
Buckley . referred to as "the other
forty-five
solution."
d lines. Fach one is exact and minu
tes / you bleed he bleeds"
the same thing would happen to me." strik
Buckley" to distinguish him from his
Goodell's debsery via',
ing:
Smith's closing lines contain
smooth. famous brother W tlham
One of the more disappointing
the
U. Jr the
Ile never stumbled or
"We sat in the food freezer Until essen
groped for conservative theoretici
ce of BS&I's ultimate failu
poems of the ten is willing to settl
an. dashed Into
re:
words. He rarely became
e they found us. / Shivering."
"...
emot
iona
too
the
l.
much
pat
race on the ticket of the small
-down / too many
for the facile rather than labor a bit
And he used few notes.
the / graft / Just slid off / feathers
and too much cotton"
Conser% a to e Party. He won the
with his phrasing.
Like an orange peel, on the floor
"I happen to believe we're
Just as one is unable to ignor
."
losing eleetioa with 19 per cent of the sole.
For Untr Dahne by fl.A. George "One old man
e
that war. If the American
stood on / Two dead BS&T's "three hund
people Goodell got 24 per cent.
red
mega
(Bowdoin) is an enigmatic poem.
tons
of
were
women f To get at a window."
fully aware of that situation,
It
sound" so too it is difficult to ignor
On election night. Buckely Was
pulls one down a path of thou
e
Ibis would not pay the
Without meaning to be cavalier, Smith's
ght
price. !he jubilant
abili
ty.
Hope
full
at
y,
only to shift abruptly, leaving
his
campaign
more
will
price
the
so
far
most
the
has been 50,000 lives and
I can say about Father's he heard from
headquarters.
him as well as from
And
reader puzzled.
ecstatic
his
S I 85 billion.
Arm & hammer by Ken Beattie Jim
supporters broke out with a rousi
Martin and S. Holden Dresser.
ng
1 he applause at the
end •of chorus of "Goodbye,Charlie."

Review:Three UMO students receive
awards for prize poems of 1970
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Former
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.00dell ccilJt c‘et!•ons eag:e to he... all
(GOP-N.1'A explain.. his Opposition
to this countrc 's Southeast .Asia attack
the window to a light tixture
of \I \cu's handling it the
and commitment before a I engel (y
iii audience of IMO° Monday
evening. \
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'11 .111C
peopis say P ommunism
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NOTICES CALENDAR

Thursday, Feb. 18

1, be
sp
't tell
I. She

ed
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with
1 an
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kkith
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c
s
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John Martin. Maine House of
Representatises Mmority Leader.
will
speak about his office and Main
e
government. 137 Bennett Hall. 3:10
p.m.
Graduate Board Meeting. Walker
Room, Memorial l. inon. 3.10 p.m.
College of Education. l'aeulty'
Seminar. Teacher Training - Smile
Reseal-tit Findings by Drs. John
Butiow and Charles Ryan. 159
Education Building. ;:30 p.m.
Computing
C enter
Seminar,
Genera! Ino,iductvin to Packaged
Programs. ;7 Atlitcrt Hall. 4 p.m.
Ch
ii
S ence
College
Organitation. Drummond Chape
l.
lea
Mai ket. Bangor Room.
W111°1.1,11 Union. 6.15 p.m.
Memorial Union. All day-.
CD AB Movie. The Detector. No
Computing
Center
Seminar.
admission charge. 137 Bennett Hall.
Questionnaire Design and Analy
sis.
7 and 9 p.m.
335 ,Aubert Hall. 4 p.m.

ETV to present

'Paradise Lost'

Clifford Odds Paradise Lost
New York, on SundayFeb.
21 at 4
highlights the viewing on WMEB-TV
p.m. The Big Reds of Corne
ll were
in the coming week.
NCAA and ECAC champion
s last
As part of the NET Playhouse on
year with a 29-0 record, the
best in
the 19305 series, the production has the
history of college play.
been hailed as the best thing he's eser
Personalities on ETV this %seek
seen on television by literary critic inclu
de, operatic tenor Nicolai Gedd
a
Harold ('lutman, who staged the (Fanf
are. Sunday at 10 p.m.)
,
original production of Broadway.
William S. Hart I 77tar Went
That
To be aired in two parts. Way.
Monday
at 10:3(1 p.m.),
Thursday. Feb. 25 and March 4 at Senat
or George McGovern (Thir
ty
8:30 p.m.. the NEL Playhouse Minut
es With. .. Tuesday at 10:3(
1
produLtion stars Eli Wallach, Fred p.m.)
, and Ramsey Clark (Book Beat
Gs%y nne tof The Ministers fame), Jo ‘1 ed. at
10:30 p.m.).
Van Ileet. and Bernadette Peters.
Bic national series on drug abuse,
Johnny 's Pizza
The Turned On Crisis, continues
Monda, and Wednesday evenings at 7
vourteous sen ice
p.m. oser Channel 12. On Monday
's
open
7 days and nites
session. tontempolary
illusk- is
827-3848
brought into persneLiive for the adult
generation ith iuusic by The Brother
North Main St.
Old town
d m]
11,,idute Ccnipariv and R.B.

L THE

On Wednesday . members of the
mediLai and legal piolessions and
youth debate the plus and cons of
easing legislation on —sae' drug.
despit: incomplete medical evidence.
The drug situation is brought home.
Wednesday at 8 p.m., when Maine
Turns On. presents a discussion with
local s'iti7ens on the situation in
central Maine. Host is Ralph Baster
of the Bangor school department.
For ice hockey fans. Sports 70's
presents a collegiate game bemeen
Cornell and St. Lawrence at Ithaea.

AN

556 50,Auiri St.

Brewer

4411)CRA F75 GiFf5
A NT1Q Ors _ oms
PON C1-405 , etc

el.

912-917

SIIIG'S

!nese

Cs

UMO
Brit.4.
Club. lotman
MUAB Movie. Sympathy for the
Room. Memorial t mon.
7:30 p.m.
Devil, the Rolling Stones,
plus
Thursday Club, Go Creat
ive: trailers. Admission charge.
Hauck
From Ideas to Publication.
Children's
Auditorium. 7 and 9.30 p.m.
author Mrs. tiling Skor
pen will
speak. There will be a
display of
Saturday, Feb. 20
books for pre-school throu
gh junior
high students. North and
South
'slos IC. The Games. Hauck
I oss n Rooms. Memorial
Union. 8 .Auditoritim. Nleinortal
Union. 7 and
p.m.
9:30 p.m.
A ssocia t ion
of
Graduate
1ducation Students. general
meeting.
Sunday Feb. 21
1 stabrooke dining area.
Informal
coffee at 8 p.m. Dr. Rober
t Supple
MUAB Shakespeare I ilill 1 estiva
sill beguost speaker. 8..0o
l,
pan.
Julius Caesar. lull I mesa). Bldg.
I
and 3:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 19

POLYNESIAN - AMERICAN
Restaurant and Lounge

rk in

L to
And
ion
key
it h.
1111C

I uesday, Feb. 23
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority will be
renewing
its
blood
drive
on
Wednesday,
I eb.
24,
taking
donations from the Hilltop Complex.
Donation day
will always be
Wednesday, Feb. 24
Wednesday . The drive will be held in
East Commons complex on March 3:
MUAB and
Art Dept. Film, West
Commons, March 10; Stodder,
Battle of Algiers, 120 Little Hall.
March 17 and York, March 24.
8:15 p.m.
Transportation to and from the
1 !mit.s due tor MUAB Student
Lastern Maine Medical Center will he
Art Show to be held in March. All
pros ided.
day.
Poetry Hour, Anthony lierbold
reading. Coe Lounge. 4 p.m.
Ski bus to Bald Mt. leaves West
Commons. 5 p.m.

BLOW YOURSELF UP

Monday, Teb. 22

TO POSTER SIZE
Send any bla.k and
color photc polaroiyvh,te
d
print
cartoon or magazi
A great Gift idea nea photo
•5°
splen
Me Gag Ideal room decora•
I 1/2 FT. x 2 FT. $2.50
ton
. Perfect lot parties
poste, made," .0 sturdy tube
3 FT x 4 FT $7 50
YoUr original returned undamaged Add
EACk item 0,de/ed S•nd check Cash SCic for postage handling tor
0, PA 0
No C 00 To

I. Urns. Bangor Room.
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
Volk Dancing. Hilton Room,
Memorial Union. 8 p.m.
Computing Center Seminar, is
fOr You 335 Aubert Hall. 4
p.111.
Travel

2 FT x 3FT $3,5O

BLOWUP PO BOX 589 NY 10010 NY

Make it
official with
a love ring;

MR. PAPERBACK

BANGOR

DOWNTOWN

ELLSWORTH

Al RPORT

DOWNTONk

A

EtCarved
the Love Ring
people.
liecau,e vuu love her. she's
worthy 01 a Lose Ring For love
is what engagements are all
about And Love Rings from
ArtCarsed is what we're all
about When you see the excitement of cut The richness of
clarity. And the depth of color
of ArtCarved diamonds. you'll
see why we call them Love
Rings
no•rd on

I,rd

t I

air 0,1 Oi I

Crown
jewelers

1

SEX IS YOUR BUSINESS
(BIRTH CONTROL IS OURS)

We believe you're entitled to your priva
cy
contraceptives. We're a nonprofit famil when it comes to buying
y planning agency and we
offer you contraceptives through the
privacy of the mails. We
specialize in men's products (including
two new European imports)—but we have nonprescription foam
for women, too. And a
wide assortment of books and pamphlets
to answ
on birth control, family planning, the popul er your questions
ation problem and
ecology.
Interested? For 25( we'll send you our illus
trated brochure and
price list. Better yet, send $4 and we'll ship you,
postpaid. a
deluxe sample package including our brochure,
price list, and
three each of five different condom brands.
And we'll cheerfully
refund your money if you're not delighted Why
wait7
This program is endorsed by the Community and Famil
y Study
Center of the University of Chicago
POPULATION SERVICES. INC.
IOS N. Columbia St., Dept. j-7

,

Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514

Gentlemen' Please send mm
closedl
_
Your illuqrated
Name__

the deluxe sampler •
IA or!
brochure (2.50

-_

Address_
:" \LIM

li.111;2k

Art t..i rVett

City_

State

J•wfbier

Special Businessman's
Luncheon

95

and up
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YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE
SERVED AT YVAIKIK I LOUNGE

now accepting applications for

EDITOKorlIP

Penobscot Pleas, Bangor

and

Cl
als
at,
sts
ew
CS
is

Sr

II
It
C.

GOD'S MESSENGER FOR TODAY
Baha'u'l6h is the latest in the succession of Divine
Messengers sent by God since the beginning of
man's existence He is the Promised One
of all religions His coming ushers in the Age 01
Fulfillment mentioned in all the prophecies
of the past Baha'u'llih hr rigs God's Plan
for world peace, world justice and world unity
FOR INFORMATION

Public Meetings: Friday 8:00 P.M.

ORONO BAHAI CENTER
10 Main St. 866 2516

I I

LARGI SI SI 11( 1-10\ IN NOR111
1
NI Vs I \GLAND

A,,I,
,r4•0

Open 7 Days A Week

NOTICES CAIENOAR

BUSINESS
ANAGEP
for the Maine Campus.
Please apply at 101 Lord Hall

Zip
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Carnival
House of Wax 2 mill St. plagued
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8-track stereo tapes $2.99
stereo LP's $1.57
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CARNIVAL PERFORMER - - Jaim
e Brockett pet on a two-hour kmg
performance for Saturday night's
Winter Carnival audience. lie had origi
nally
only been billed for the first half
of the program but filled in the void
left by
the scheduled Paul Butterfield Blue
s Band which ssas forced to remain
in Ness
York due to inclement flying weat
her. iDavid Bright Photo)

1)111011

I, 11,,tit:d I)), IOLA F10,1,
11,11,.

20', OFF ON ALL STOCK

HARDING
FLORIST

Special exceptions: 30';-50'; OF
F

WEDDING BOUQUETS
FUNERAL DESIGNS
CORSAGES
POTTED PLANTS
CUT FLOWERS
FLOWERS BY WIRE
Free Delivery to Campus

ATTENTION: NO student 10';
discounts during sale

KNIT NOOK

Present your ID card for a 10': disc
ount

72 Columbia St.

942-8040

CALL 989-2100
22 S. MAIN ST.
BREWER

Barigot

Y‘73*V4 rociri

Every Tuesday and Thursday
from 4 P.M. to closing is

'BUCK'
NIGHT

TOWN & COUNTRY
FAMILY DINING

AT GRANTS
V

FAMILY SPECIALS
YOUR CHOICE

* Roast Turkey Dinner
* Golden Fried Chicken

\

7-26" -Car
)

$

* Golden Fried Fish Fillet
* Ham Steak Hawaiian
with potatoos,

choice of vegetable
or creamy col. slaw, roll and
butter

The Pantsuit Reigns Supreme
..
on Lampus and everywhere
else . . . and Smiley's has
hundred,
of them on two floors of fashion
... in the street floor sportswe
ai
department you'll find them as low
as S15 .. the suit pictured
is in washable Crepestitch Polyeste
r doubleknit . . sizes 5 to
13
Navy. Aqua. Maize. Red.

CHARGE IT AT SMILEY
'S!
MONTHS TO PAY!

CHILDREN'S SPECIAL HAMBURGER,
French Fries and Coke

6

STORE HOURS

Grant Plaza

9 A M

794

TO 9 P M

KNOWN FOR VALUES
St illwater Ave.

Old Town, Maine
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Counseling and Referral
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pt in and devoured the sun the
the lungs ot so
many Ot drunks there
snow sculpt We., ;Ind 1115* NI1i055
were only a
Service
levy55 ell-scattered arou
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takes
one to distrait Iron'
Yes. friends, the weekend ‘s as.
the pertormanee, had there
lInflgiunatels. a dismal
been one.
(lilt'.
Abortions are now legal in New
01 smoke. there \s ere mo
Ihere were bright spots. Me
kinds.
York State. If you think you
Admit
are
tedly
,
one secured a little more
Proposition did a superb job of
pregnant, don't delay.
palat
able than the other. but,
blow ing a bubble of Odds ness
damn
w hen the place has no.
around their audience. And for
I repeat.
a absolutely
no.
ventilation, the smoke
while y011 •aW people having fun in
ol a hundred circling
their work and it rubbed off.
butts gets to
MEDICAL REFERRAL is a
1 he inc. I don't
like to be picks hut.
group
itself
discreet professional service that
is
a
well-oiled bah.
,
the
all'
Is 'nine, too.
per
handles you with understanding.
machine,
each
Wonderful
Vs inter
component flying in harmony w
11cekend
We make all arrangements and
it It iVs .11 A1.1
reached its Peak when
the other, all held in orbit by the
appointments with Board certithere ‘seren't %CI) many peopl
centripetal force of the pianist.
fied obstetricians, gynecologi
e
sts
Moving out of the warm-up looking on. 'the occasion - Jean
and anesthesiologists in fully
Shep
erd
Unle
ashe
d.
sketch on games people play, the vi'
liscensed and accredited hospitals.
Sheperd
maintained a beautiful rap with his
performers slipped easily into
the meager Sund
ay afternoon audience
improvisational blend of skele
tal for over two hours
Costs range from $250. to S375.,
. Ile made people
themes
flashed
out
by
the
depending on personal need.
spontaneity of audience involvement. realize that the human spirit can
Whether it was a "Rumplestiltskin laugh at itself. Shep's window on life
a La Blues,""Filties-Rock," and may be rose-colored toilet water. but
"Cocker-Rock." or a love triangle it's a beautiful view,
MEDICAL REFERRAL
Some have said he is gross. I say
between a man, a woman, and a ping
142 Mineola Ave.,
GOT IT - - The only member
he is just damn observant. He sees
pong bail, as might be depicted in
of the fairer se•- - playing for
Roslyn Heights, L.I. 11577
a
the Chadborne
"I I" - - to participate in the
Swedish, Italian, English, or French and tells, and isn't that what you
Winter Carnival's Snow Boss I,
latch
es
durin
onto
g the rough and tumble actio
a pass
flick, the troup was refreshing in have been taught to do since grade
(516) 621-8000
n last Saturday morning.
Fight teams simultaneously squar
school? The thing we have not been
their portrayals.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
ed off on four snow-covered
on
playi
the
ng
areas
footb
all practice field to comp
The show intermitted and the taught to do is laugh at what we see.
ete
in
the
snow
-imp
eded
dren
and
ched offensive.
rain
audience made a hasty tumble down Sheperd is making great inroads into
stop on the gym floor. Ah, the our education.
THE ULTIMATE TRIP
coronation. With all due apologies to
Jean Sheperd is a genius
in this
the majesties and court jesters ... trade - story
telling. He ain't wrong
A Journey Through
I don't know who was more when he says of
his audience, "Did
embarrassed - - the candidates held in you see 'em.
Outer Space — of
They loved me."
awkward scrutiny, or the audience in
sight and sound
profound and screaming silence?
Either way, someone should take
a
KEEPSAKE
hint and cut out this senseless
GE Quality your greatest value
slaughter of otherwise splen
)
..2
DIAMONDS
did
performances.
Moving right along now, to
DeGrasse Jewelers
Saturday night las W.W.W. finally
watch and feWary repairing
didi, what can you say about
a
STANLEY guelt,c.••00ecTiosi
Brockett who bombed and a blues
band that never showed? Granted, we
Unirersitv nf Maine
have been assured that Butterfield
will put in an appearance, even if
CLASS RINGS
unwillingly, but that doesn't eNCUNC
complete line of fraternitv
the "legendary" Jaime Brockett.
and sorority charms
As
a
performer, he
was
unprofessional. His show ran hot and
38 Main St.
Orono
cold. His good pieces were so dulled
Tel. 866-4032
by five minute tuning sessions that
you had a hard time forgetting your
own dulled backside long enough to
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
CHALET
feel the music. Things like
this
shouldn't happen to someone who
is
"legendary."
He did a fair job on his first song,
Saturday's Child. and a good job on
his arrangement of Ill hong the
Watehtower/Take a Walk with Me.
his last number. But there
was
something of a vast wasteland in the
middle. Oh. he did do Titanic on
WAS
BILL GAVETT PROP
request, and for that most of the
BILL GAVETT PROP
feel

smell

task. it

too best'MTV*/

•

WASHERSand
DRYERS
GENERAL

A.A.A.
Radiator Flush
Anti-Freeze

STEREO
KLH
McIntosh
DYNACO
ADVENT
DUAL
FISHER
GARRARD
SONY
SAN SUI

NEW ENGLAND
MUSIC CO.
ad!'

11( j/(?
our campti
Mike Benoit, Sigma Chi
Thomas Atkinson,
16B University Park

109 CENTER STREET
PORTLAND_ _ _1772869.„,

WASHER

Tune-Ups

866-2311

866-2538

188
•

254 95 W

DRYER

BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS,
EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAP
ERBACK ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNIT
URE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQU
ES FOR THAT MEANINGFUL GIFT

ELECTRIC

WAS

N $125.

159 95 W

-- Largest Shop in Maine
End of Toll Bridge
Brewer, Maine
41441,10
4
.
Open 9-9
Tel 942-8563

wive A
Eattlacti's
RESTAURANT

196 Broad St , Br-ingot

Tel 945 5692

(
MAINE'S
JEWELERS A
22 No

Main Street

D ung Room Open Dail
y
kt_.1 A M

10 P M

Sundays

Noon to 8 P M

Fritertainolent Nightly in

The Old GBalti
La Bottena Take Out Service
Dial 945 5883 17 Days a Week I

BANK Aitir uic.jen

LARGEST
APPLIANCE STORES

Old Town
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Ski

patrolmen
Uct.1 in

staying at UMF

Jim altia UI

Sugarloaf Mountain, the site of the
World Cup Ski races, is now booked
up and the quest for more housi
ng
has spread to the UM's humington
campus.
Mrs. Ruth Williams, assistant dean
of students and director of housing
at
UMF, is working in cooperation with
Robert Fryeburg of the National Ski

Patiol to house members of the
Patrol in two campus dormitories.
Dean Williams said 36 Ski Patrol
members are now scheduled to stay
in the dormitories and there may be
as many as 50 when the races ben
today.
I.armington is about 40 miles
from Surarloaf. The Cup races will
continue through Sunday.

IMPULSE
The
now

has Indian-print
bedspreads, Zap comics,
Whole Earth Catalog,
and fish nets.
24 State St., Bangor

GRUMBACHER
ARTIST SUPPLIES

Penobscot Trading Post
) Store of 1001 different items

Complete
Auto Repairs
11"I'V E
specialize in VW's and foreign cars.

LJ
H91 ,

,

''Snow tires at cost while they last"

5A1 CiLt9

Lloyd Elliott may have a flack for
being
president of the right
institution at the right time, that is, if
you consider being president of a
college at the time it is celebrating a
significant anniversary.
In 1965, Dr. Elliott was in his last
of a heven-year term as UM president,
during the days before the advent of
the Super-U when the University was
in Orono and not scattered all over
the state.
And 1965 was also the year that
the U of M celebrated its 100th
anniversary. During that particular
February, Lloyd Elliott said he
would remain at the U of M helm for
as long as "the people of Maine will
permit me, or as long as I feel there
is
a
reasonable
degree
of
accomplishment."
But that period, for whatever
reasons, lasted only until the next
Sept. 30 when Dr. Elliott left his
Orono post to assume a similar
position at George Washington

free

FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE

8X10 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
with this ad

"To add to your dining pleasure we now offer
your favorite beverage.
"
TEL. 945-6500

Uni%ersity - - locJied a scant five
miles from the While House.
And holding true to the right
place at the right time maxim,
George
Washington
U.
was
celebrating its 150th anniversary.
In February, 1965, Dr. Elliott had
been ushered into Maine Governor
John II. Reed's office to officially
commemorate the U of M's 100th
birthday'. Last Thursday, six years
later, he found himself a guest of the
Today Show and being introduced by
Hugh Downs in acknowledgement of
this year's significant date.
"The toughest job facing today's
students," Elliott said, "is financing
four years of education." But he
indicated that students lucky enough
to attend GWU and pay its $2,000 a
year tuition bill, have a good
opportunity "to study the affairs of
the world" from their proximity to
many international developments.
He also said students should not
be under any stigma if they should

UNFINISHED BOOKCASES
CHESTS — DESKS
"Paint 'em Yourself"

when 2 or more
are ordered at the
regular price.

College Special
every friday

from slides or
color negatives

REG. PRICE $3.35

R

orama
Inc

"Photographic Specialists"
Tel 947-8067
18 Broad St , Bangor, Me

11/
interrupt their education to take one
to three years off before concluding
the
four-year
baccalaureate
requirements. Instead, the former U
of M chief said colleges and
universities "should welcome them
back with open arms."
Dr. Elliott also complained that,
for 25 years, universities have been
regarded as potential solution plants
for the world's problems if they were
"given only a little more time or a
little more money."
"The university's real role," he
countered, "must be preserved to
allow students and faculty to pursue
their own academic goals without
getting involved in having to solve the
world's immediate problems."
Concerning student dissent and
the campus violence which has
erupted on the nation's colleges
during the last couple of years, Dr.
Elliott, remarking on his institution's
sesquicentennial anniversary, said,
"It's good to be around considering
the alternatives."
Although located in a particularly
volatile locale, he noted that GWU
has been relatively untouched by acts
of violence.
"1 used to say that George
Washington is within a stone's throw
of the White House, but I've stopp
ed
saying it."

Economy Furniture
R.R. Station
Old Town 827-2484

FEB. 1 to MAR. 26

Leave Bangor
Arrive Boston

The floor, for example, is fully carpeted.
In all, it has 89 things you could never find on
a
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GREYHOUND BUS TERMINAL
152 Main St. Bangor
tel. 945-3000 or 942-1700

4c ti

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
20% discount on all
electrical appliances.

This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.

ride.
It has a flow-through ventilation syste
m to bring
in fresh air when the windows ore closed.
The interior is, to be honest, much nicer.

by !

12:45 pm
5:45 pm

AFTER WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY SALE

In a year when every car maker seems
to be
giving you one reason or another not
to buy a
Volkswogen Beetle, it might be a good
idea to
listen to the best reason:
Volkswagen's Super Be atle.
It has almost twice the luggage space
as the
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engin
e.
It has a new suspension system for a smoot
her

fel

Past UMO head o n TODAY

RESTAURANT

STATE STREET, VEAZIE

february 18, 1971

Fishing equipment
Leather belts
School supplies

Greeting cards
Notions
Gifts
Items for infants
Cooking wares
Kitchen wares

I#
Educ
Libra
and
Italy,
not s
Mrs.
18-1 -

Beetle.

So of all the claims you'll hear this year by car
makers that their cars are "better than a Beetle,"

there's only one car maker with 25 years exper
ience in small cars to back it up.

Now has many items formally
available
at TREWORGY'S.

Volkswagen.

PINE STATE VOL KSVVAGi
307 HOGAN ROAD
BANGOR

TEL. 947-0121

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON PAINTS FOR
ALL
FRATERNITIES COME IN AN SEE OU
R
LARGE SUPPLY.
41.11•••

971
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Debaters competing
with top schools
by /Nelson

Benton

'filch. arc not many fields of
endeavot in whi.i. one would think
of the University of Maine as being
competitive
with
schools
like
Harvard,
Bost on
University,
Dartmouth, and UCLA. However, the
Maine Jebate team has come close
and
some cases succeeded in
beating teams fror, these colleges.
Over the past year Maine has been
represented in eight tournaments in
places like Georgetown University,
Harvard, and the University of Rhode
Island. Next week they will be going
to Ithaca, New York, for a
tournament
at Ithaca College
They've already won trophies at
Boston University and Southern
Connecticut Statt College.
Mark
Ayotte, a sophomore
member of the team, said that they
do much to "work on the reputation
of the school" in talking with
students from other colleges. Many
people, when they think of Maine
think of trees and vacations and can't
imagine a team from this stale
competing with them': Ayotte said.
The debate team, with its 10-12
members, is coached by Dr. Maryann
Hartman, an assistant professor of
speech. They receive funds for their
trips to other schools from the
speech department budget and
recently the sophomore class gave
them $200.
This year the debate topic for all
colleges in intercollegiate debating

concerns the wage-price contr
ols that
have been proposed by
some
economists as the solution
to the
inflation problem which is
plaguing
this country.
The third weekend in March the
debate team will be going to
the
Yankee Conference tournament
at
the University of Rhode
Island.
There is also a chance that they
will
be invited to the Novice
National
Tournament in Chicago for those
in
their first year of college
debate.
However, it appears that even
if
invited, the Maine team would not
be
able to attend this tourn
ament
because of a lack of funds.
Job interviews scheduled
Businesses and agencies
sending
representatives to UMO today
and
tomorrow include:
Thursday: Chicago Bridge
and
Iron Co., New Castle, Del.;
New
England Electric System, Leomi
nster,
Mass. (also
tomorrow); Price
Waterhouse and Co., Boston;
Pratt
and Whitney Aircraft, Last
Hartford,
Conn.(also tomorrow).
Friday: Liberty Mutual Insurance
Co., Boston; and U.S. Coast
Guard.
Boston.
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Police requirements become tighter

A new pr‘'gran: designed to
provide a quality police force tor the
Bangor and Orono .-Impuses
i floss
in operation - - and it may bc the
hist
such program in New Engla
nd on
both the campus and municipal
level
L MO Police Chief
illiamI )11ar,
and Deputy. Chief Robert
Pieuce!
both describe the program
as a
"protessionalization." It will insure
that new officers hired
for the
department be requir:d to
meet
upgraded minimal levels of education
and experience.
1 hose competing torappointment
to the advanced grades of sergea
nt.
lieutenant, or captain must. by 1971i.
have a bachelor's degree
or an
associate degree in law enforcemen
t.
Those already in the department
will
have the opportunity to
acquire
college credit toward these degre
es.
Tynan
said
that
effective
immediately,
those
seeking
appointment as a UMO police
officer
must have a high school
diploma or

equivalency
t.ertilicasc.
plus a
minimum of lour years t .perience
or
an education equivalent
The experience requirement may
take the form of emptily ment by a
municipal, university ot military law
enforcement agency ant.; successful
graduation from a resident basic
police training school.
1 he education equivalent includes
those with a four-)ear ba.calaureate
degree or those with an associate in
applied science degree in law
enforcement plus two years of
experience.
Tynan added that applicants who
have four years of experience at a
supervisory
Of
professionally.
responsible level of achievement in a
law enforcement related field may be
eligible to compete for the position.
I - or those seeking advancement
within the police department, at least
12 college credits are needed for any
examination conducted In 1971. I or
each
year
until
1976
the

138 Washington St.
Tel. 942-6789
BANGOR, MAINE

CANDLES
912-7 10A h 6 p.rvi 8A
.4

OLDSM/711
mots &BOY'S

A.J
UNION STREET & GRIFFIN ROAD
(next to Airport Mall)

"Ererrthing
and

ii•IQUIRE

FROM
THE
AMERICANA
COLLECTION

FRYE
BOOTS

GASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.

PEOPLE IK ERE,32,
'
tdc

requuemenis tot advancement will be
increased by 2 credits.
urrent members of the campus
police department have been granted
tuition waivers to take college
courses. providing they have a high
sellout diploma. ly nan notes that 80
per cent of thv 20 full-t.me member
department is currently enrolled in
the two-y ear associate degree LOA
enforcement program.
1 he personal attainment of higher
education is being required of all
future applicants for the UMO police
department in order to provide "our
university community with a more
competent and responsible
law
enforcement agency."Tynan said

STORE
10 NORTil MAIN ST
01.0 TOWN

WAy FC)ii NAK I

1st AUTHORIZED K-L-H

hair

SALE

TODAY'S BARBERSHOP
RAZOR CUTS - REGULAR —
STYLES

IMMM=11.

In
History!

"Cheek your collegiate coupon booklet"
45 Hammond St.

942-6404

Downtown Bangor

Classified
Summer furope
SS199*
Boeing 707
June 7-Sept. 5 Ny/Lon R,'T
June 29-Aug. 28 Ny iLon R/T
Call 866-7637 (7-9 p.m.)
Claudia Charette
Students & Faculty price based on 60 seats).

Set your ow n hours - set your
own pay.
50$ - $2000 a month part-time.
Get involved with a nation-wile
company specializing in
non -pollutant. non-toxic
products.
All level positions open! Sales Supervisory Management. We
Of
train.
...
942-7009
Allen-Bestline Co.
25 Spring St.
Lost - Bracelet - Vicinity of
Bangor. Maine
Education
Parking Lot and
Library. Individual brown white,
and red stones from Germany.
15.3.100
Italy, and Austria trip in 1965
•
not valuable but sentimental. Call
Mrs. Spruce 827-2296

SAVE $50

./n Modell went) Four

Model 20 FM

Model 24 FM

$34995

Reg. 399.95

Reg. 429.95

$2799
Model 24 FM - AM

$
3
7
995

•$•

es.. I

LIMITED TIME ONLY' HURRY'
SKI SUGARLOAF Ml. four
bedroom farm rental. Secluded,
furnished, plowed. 20 minutes to
skmes. By week - weekend. Very
reasonable. %rite or call 1orn
King '60, I Marlyn Road.
Medfiekl. Slass. 1-617-359-6539.

Reg. 319.95

Model 20 FM - AM

18-1-114

Wanted: Good handball Players
Object: Regular Matches
Call Anthony Derhold
English Dept.. 205(
Stevens extension 7535

SAVE $40

On Model Twenty.

Reg. 349.95

$3099S

Come in and see us ofsend a S50.00
deposit to save your order. We will
then reserve your K.L.H. system for
you for up to 30 days.

These KIM. Stereo Systems Come Complete Wit
h
2 Year Guarantee On All Parts And Labor
'vr
17

14-3-103

USE ONE OF Isl. R'S
CONVENIENT CRED11 PI
NEN ENGLAND'S
TAMA-Si AND MOS!
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Skiers 8th Bear basketeers
at Dartmouth bag Colby
IJK,

t_ MOs ski team. undefeated in .110 Nick SUSI, the Maine Bear I ive
'asp grabbed a g;.1!“ -high 13
state meets. traveled to Hanover. serged from behind to drop the rebounds and leu \Lim s,orers with
hard-kicking Colby- Mules 81-75 last 24 points, makin12 I of 1 o attempts
NIL last week-end. met sonic heavy
week and run their state series mark 11,011I the flour, %%II&
allocution
and
finished
has his
a
to 3-0 and their overall recoil] to best shooting night of the season.
disappointing eighth in the nine-team
7-10.
Dartmouth Carnival competition.
hitting on III of I shots from the
1 he Mules gave (ouch Gib court and accumiliating 22 points.
at mg sue!) strong teams as
Philbricks Bears a close contest as Sterling and Gavett rounded most
MidlikbUO
Ursill and Dartmouth.
(it
Doug Reinhardt and Company went the rest of the Beals' seining, totaling
1, the best Maine could garner in the
into the locker room with a 37-35 18 and 12 points. respeeti‘el
o four-event meet was a poor sisal in
halftime lead. But the Big Blue came
a jumping, in wind] Mike fendler, Kim
Coll) 's
elassey
Reinhardt
out with a hot hand in the second garnered the gam, scoring
w Pike and Bob Remington finished
honors
stanza to take over the lead and gain vs ith 25 markers
0. 19th, 20th and 22nd, respectively.
.
a 5846 margin with 11 minutes
!he best individual effort by a
Overall. Maine hit on 36 of 65
remaining in the game.
C.) Maine Bear went to sophomore Rich
shots from the flo.ir and nine out of
THE LONG JUMP - - Maine track team standout Maurice
With John Sterling and Peter ten from
Clinton does his Brachold who came in fifth in the
the charity line. Colby'
thing, the long jump, in competition against Boston
University. Saturday. giant slalom. Brachold had won both Gavett joining in on the scoring ended vvith an escellent 30 for 54
Clinton set a new meet record of 22' 7 3 4" in
touch,
Maine
kept
its lead and held a from the floor and
the event, but the Bears went slalom and downhill events in the
I of 21 attempts
down to defeat. 50-54.
Maine State Series meet, placed first 75-61 advantage with 4 minutes from the foul line.
remaini
ng,
and
Philbric
his
sent
k
in
in the I armington Cup Races, and
MAINE FROSH (95)
last year won the Dartmouth Cup as
Hussey 5 (2), Hillman 8 (4 ), Lever
j freshman.
MAINE FROSH (50)
6, Dutremble 2 (1), Hamlin 3,
Despite a ,
But Maine's skiers found little to
.i formance
Hamlin
1
Ihe lose was Maine's first in four
(2), Morrison
4, Morrison 4, Prescott 3, Sheehan 2
Dutremble 5 (2), Hillman 2
oy Maine Beal track star Maurice outings. They
rally
for
in
other
competi
tion,
(2). 3), Foote 2, Rotundi 4, Gentile 3
move on to Storrs.
Hussey 8 , Lever 1 (2).
Ghnton, who broke meet records in Connecticut to
(1). Magee
play the Huskies in finishing eighth in both the slalom
both the long jump and 60-yard dash Yankee Confere
('OLBY FROSH 147)
MCI (37)
nce action Saturday and giant slalom and ninth in cross
last Saturday.. the Maine trackmen at 1 p.m.
country..
Clay 1 (2), Sullivan 6 (6 ),
Porter (I), Cousins (3 ), Prince 4
went down to defeat against Boston
This is the second year Maine has Krenland 2, Traversi 1 (4 ), Eisenhut (1 ), Hague 2 (3 ), Pomeroy 2 (1).
1, Bowers (1). Lazour 6,
Yanco (2).
University in a meet that wasn't
competed in Division I competiUon.
•W=Mff•ledecided until the final event was
Before, the Bears were in Division II
over.
and coach Brud Uolger said. "We're
right in the middle of the two
BU's 1 erriers won first places in
divisions. We've got to do a little bit
eight of the 12 events in the meet,
The Bowdoin matmen completely better."
but Maine swept all three places in
Folger cited the wrong selection
dominat
ed
the
freshman
and
the long jump, pole vault and 35
of was as a major factor for the bad
sophomore-laden
Black
Bear
pound weight events.
wrestlers, to gain a convincing 33-7 showing in the cross-country race
ith neither team dominating the
victory at the Memorial Gym, which was the back-breaker for
featuring famous name
competition, the meet came doss n to
Maine at Dartmouth.
Saturday.
the mile relay. At this point, it
Inesperience spelled defeat for Place
College
Total
looked good for the Bears whose the young bears as
shoes at discount prices
Bowdoin walked
relayers Good, Marshack, Ballinger, away winning %is out
of eight 1
Middlebury
387.9
Henry, Carver, Douglas, Pulkinen, matches. Two other contests
UNH
38 3.5
vying 2
and Belding have put in great Harvey. and Nordin of
Dartmouth
504 Ohio St.
38 2 .8
Maine against 3
Temporary Hours:
4
performances all season. However, Coffin and French of
UVM
372.1
Corner of 16th and Ohio
Bowdoin, 5
Mon. - Fri. 5:30 pm until 9:00 pm
St. Lawrence
the Terriers came on strong in the ended in identical 2-2 draws.
3 71 .3
Bangor, Maine
6
Saturdays, 10:00 am - 5:30 pm
Dartmouth frosh
34
7
deciding event, setting a UMO record
.3
Maine was out to avenge a 24-14 7
Williams
34 7 .2
of 3:22.8 to take the meet, 50-54.
loss in the two teams' first outing, 8
formerly CONTINENTAL COIFFURES
UMaine
3 4 1 .3
Clinton's long jump bested the but by losing several close
matches 9
Harvard
3 39 .7
old meet record of 22' 6 518" set by and wrestling without
the services of
Jim Hayes of Maine, and his 6.4 injured sophomore
"loin Schaeffer,
second time in the 60-yard dash the Bears could never
from the desk of
get close to the
broke the old meet record of 6.5.
Polar Bears,

BU edges Mainetracksters
Bowdoin downs
Bear matnten

NOW OPEN

Itfie Cobbler% Tigencli

CAPEZZIO

VANCE GRAY

Sports Calendar
Friday. Feb. 19
Skiing.
Williams
‘.1 inter
Car niv.ai
Saturday, Feb. 20
Skiing. last day of \k
Winter Carnival
Freshman basketball. Maine
vs. Bridgton Academy. away.
7:30 p.m.
Varsity basketball, Maine vs.
Massachusetts, away, 7:30 p.m.
Varsity
track. Maine %,N.
Connecticut, away. 1 p.m.
Riflery, Maine vs. Bowdoin,
home. 8 p.m.

Monday. Feb. 22
1 reshman basketball. Maine
vs. Bates Als, away,6:15 p.m.
Varsity. basketball. Maine vs.
Bales. away. 8:15 p.m.

Gray's Auto Sales

Wednesday. Feb. 24
reshman basketball. Main,
vs. Colby . home. 5:30 p.m.
Varsity basketball. Maine vs.
Colby.. home. 7:35 p.m.
Varsity track. Maine vs. Bates
in MI
nh't'i. jss as , 6 p.m.

HANSONS SKI & SADDLE SHOP
***********
395 SOUTH MAIN ST. BREWER
TEL. 942-3279
PRICES REDUCED ON ALL
LANGES & ROSEMOUNTS
BACK PACKING & HIKING EQUIPMENT
RIDING APPAREL & SADDLERY THE BEST IN

1969Pontiac GTO 2-door hardtop
Maroon — Black Bucket Seats
Real Sharp
ONLY

1969Camaro Z 28 2-door hardtop
4-Speed
- Power Steering
White Bucket Seats
Rally Blue Exterior

SKIS, TOGS, & EQUIPMENT
THE COMMITTEE
HAS CHANGED
THEIR NAME TO

1Nona Cacone
and are playing
MONDAY NIGHTS 9:00 - 1:00

ANCHORAGE
INN
old unsti

$2495

$2495

1969 Dodge Dart Swinger 340
2-door hardtop
V-8 Automatic Transmission
Power Steering — Radio

$2195

1969 Volkswagen
Beige in Color

Real Clean

$1395

billiWitT1

AtA1,4

cam

Will the Kennebec be cleared of logs?
UN NA V ICABLI..
NATFRS - A canoeist's
eye view (left) of the
logs deposited in the
Kennebec for winter
storage and debarking.
White areas on river
(below) are part of a
two-mile winter storage
area
above
Wyman
Lake (30 miles north of
Skowhegan)
where
logging
a log down river, you can also
and
paper
float a boat
Trotzky said he got a map of the
companies have stored
down river. No one has the right
Scott lands
to block a
and a map of the railroads. He said
their
last
riser.
summer's
the railroads
in
the
state
harvest awaiting the
go
through the middle of the Scott
Trotiky is asking the State Supr
emeCourt
woodlands, making it possible to
spring drive.
t or a mandatory. injunction to
haul the pulp
force companies by rail.
to: (a) require that the Defendan
ts remove pulp
"The
y
haul
logs from the shores and
the pulp all the way from
bottom of the
Aroostook County," he said,
Kennebec. River and Wyman
"down to
Like; (b) enjoin
International Paper Company
the Defendants from such stora
in Jay. St. Regis
ge of pulp logs
gets
their
pulp
in the river as prevents navigation
from as far away as Machias by
; and (c) place
train. So pulp can be hauled by
reasonable limitation on the quant
train."
ity of pulp
Trotzky said the companies
logs driven in the river, and place
will keep
limitations as
talki
ng
abou
to the time of driving
t trucks so the public will say,
logs on the river.
"we
don't want trucks on the roads
; keep the pulp
in
the
river
."
He
calle
d this "public blackmail."
Force necessary
He said the railroads would
welcome the
business, because they need it.
Trotzky
said
the
Transportation
Kennebec
Valley
by rail results in the least amou
Conservation Association sat
nt of pollution,
down with becau
se you can haul from 50-1
executives of the Scott Paper Comp
00 cars with
any and one
engine. "The tracks exist," he
asked them what they were goin
said, "and
g to do about
we may as well keep the railr
the drive. 1 he only answer obtai
oads in business,
ned was that
the executives were Studying Ole
situation.
"Today, I just don't trust most
of these
corporations." Trotzky said.
"If you're in
business, you're out to make
money, and no
corporation is going to spend
any money on
pollution control because they
will realize no
profit. Therefore, they must be
forced."
A report issued by. the Council on
lconomie
Priorities entitled, Paper Profi
ts: Pollution in
the Pulp and Paper Industry,
contained this
statement: "from a pollution con
hot point of
view. the Win,low Mill l‘n the
Kennebec River
is the worst mill Scott Pape
r Company
operates. It has never had any
water treatment
or collection systems whatever. All
the wastes fibers, chips. sulfur and bleac
hing chemicals,
dissolved organic matter - are simpl
y washed
into the river through holes in the
floor."
"The Scott Paper Company has
suddenly
become very environment-cons
cious," Trottky
said. "I don't know about it's consc
ience, but it
Ik(f1/10
is flooding the airwaves with a lot
halving on the giants.
of misleading
information. It's good public relat
ions to say
you're a clean corporation. It's
trying to take
which were built to provide hydr
because chances are they wilt F. a good
means
o-electric the pressure off.
power for the Central Maine Powe
of transportation."
r Company.
"I have studied the Kennebec River
for two
Water flows are regulated by these
dams, with years now, and I feel there is
only one thing
severe fluctuations.
Out on a limb
that will make the corporations move
- and that
"In this area I was studying," Trot
zky said, is a lawsuit."
"the gates of the dam are closed
Trotzky said that the Scott Paper Comp
at midnight,
any
when everybody is in bed and
has filed a motion to dismiss the case.
no one needs
He said
Other alternatives
electricity. Then the river goes way
that
years ago everyone used to drive their
down. The
logs
flows go down to about 250 cubi
down river individually. The logs were
c feet per
marked,
Trotzky said that before he
decided to
second. At seven in the morn
but
they
woul
d
get mixed up.
ing when resort to force, he tried to find
an alternative to
everybody gets up, they raise the
So the Kennebec Log Driving Company
gates of the putting pulp wood on the
was
river
s.
He said that
dam. Then the turbines start movi
incorporated by the legislature in
ng, and you for years the paper companie
1835, and
s have been saying
get 6,000 cubic feet per second.
now this company drives the pulp for ever
yone.
they would ship thv. pulp by truck
.
"In the water you have a suspension
The KU) is specifically empowered by
of bark
the
"I have heard estimates of from
legislature in Maine to float logs,
70 to 200
fibers from the pulp drive which is
erect booms,
continually trucks on the road per day
coming down U.S. and piers in the Kennebec
being churned from the top of the
River. Therefore,
river to the 201," he said. "It's not
the most pleasant
Trotzky said, any obstruction or inter
bottom. Then all these fibers are carri
ference
ed down experience to be driving behi
nd a pulp truck
river to the lakes, and here they settl
e out. that is swaying back and forth
."
I. very year you are getting more
continued on page 5
of an
accumulation
of
bark
than
there
is
decomposition. You can take a test
tube and
collect methane gas over the water
. Light a
match to it and it burns. It's bubbling
over like
a tea kettle."

Five companies being sued;
hearing set for Monday
by Don Perry
Howard Trotzky, a UMO gradu
ate student
now working for the Maine Coop
erative Fishery
Unit in the department of zool
ogy, is suing the
Scott Paper Company, the
Hudson Paper
Company, the Kennebec Pulp
and Paper
Company, the Kennebec Log Drivi
ng Company,
and the Central Maine Power Comp
any.
He is charging these comp
anies with
polluting and blocking the
Kennebec River
beyond use for private citizens.
Trotzky, during
an interview with the CAMPUS
. said "They.
have rights to use the river the
same as I have
rights to use the river. I'm sayin
g they are
abusing their privileges to the point
where no
one else can use the river."
The first
hearing will be held in
Lewiston-Auburn on March I,
before State
Supreme Court Judge Donald W.
Webber.
rotzky became acquainted with
the
problem when he was given a
project by the
University to study the bott
om fauna of the
Kennebec River. the bottom
fauna consists
mainly of the aquatic insects that
fish feed on.
the%laine lish and Game Depa
rtment had
received complaints on how the
fishing on the
river was declining. It was thou
ght that an
accumulation of hark from log
drives on the
bottom of the river was killin
g thew aquatic
insects. And consequently., if there
were very.
few insects, it would probably
mean that the
fish did not have enough to eat.
1. he water flow present another prob
lem.
I he KennebeL Ricer is ,ontrolled
by dams

FOCUS
Opposition to Chalmers
ittereases; nwve fiur his
resignation fails
Women's dorm
•may he men's
Maine Masque
to present
Chekhor plat
Black bear teams
have bad week

P.3

p.2

P.7

P.8

River highways

People began telling 'Irotzky that
what
these companies are doing is illegal. I
hey said ii
someone took a truck, filled it with
bark and
dumped it into the river, he could be
arrested
by a game warden.
"So my feeling was." Trotzky said,
"if you
can be arrested for dumping bark into
the river
and these companies are using the
iicer Ii
de-bark their pulp ... well. take right
now,
they have two miles of pulp wood sitti
ng in the
river above W y man Lake. It's going to
sit there
all winter long. It's frozen in the
ice, and in the
spring most of the bark will he
off. It will
de-bark as it goes down the river."
Trotzky said the river is used for
a log drive
from ice-out in %lav through Nove
mber. There
is a drive going through most of
the season
when people could enjoy the river, he
added.
I rotiky went to the UM law libra
ry in
Portland to find out what right
s these
companies have on the rivers. "I
wanted to
know," he said. "if I have
the right of
navigation on the river.(an I
take a canoe
down the river and not end up in
a pulp Jam"
What I rotzky found vs as that
a river is
essentially a public highway . If s ou
can float a
log down river, then the rivet is
navigable. You
can follow through and say that if you
can float

INTO THU DRINK - A private citiz
en could he arrested for this pract
ice.

page 2
Ilk !HAIM' CalllptI
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Free bus passes issued
ruo and four-year t
resid
students, plus two-year comm ent
uter
students with classes on
both the
Bangor and Orono campuses
, will be
issued passes, effective next
Monday,
for riding the buses betw
een the two
campuses.
All other passengers will
be
charged 40 cents for oneway tides.
Riders eligible for passe
s include
Orono resident student.,
Capehart
resident
commuter
students,
commuter
students
from
the
geographical area near Bang
or, and
faculty. and staff members.
According to David Buchanan
,
,Iant
rounds and
services

superintendent, the added reve
nue
will reduce the cost of the shutt
le
operation and provide students from
the Orono campus transportation
to
the Bangor area.
'the UMO residents will receive
their bus passes from their dormitor
y.
resident advisors.
ligible commuter students ma)
pick up passes from the table in
the
1 astport Hall lobby at UMO toda
y
and tomorrow between K:30 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
Students who do not receive their
passes by March
1 may pick them up
at the L MO Dean of Students offic
e
in Bangor

/
dzie
ytrt
oeie.) ((11
Airport Mall, Bangor
lilt \ /

/ I/O,/

/ I

lk\ ,s1:1_11(110 V

I

we hare a tynnplete line a./ trove/
- deetnipage

- papier tole
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Women's dorm may be men's
tither Penobscot or Kennebec.

the UMO Housing Committee by a to what extent the
girls are
sub-committee last Thursday'. I rom "committed to their
dorm."
all indications, it appears that the
lie added the committee will
committee considers this the best study the structural
differences
alternative in attempting to solve the between the two dorm
s and try to
housing problem.
conic up with "some scientific
"Although this is not a fall method of choosing
which dorm can
accmnpli," Rideout said, "it will be be more easily conv
erted into a men's
considered as a high priority'. It residence hall.
"
should help get us out of a
If a large number of girls in both
Members
of
the
Housing Penobscot and Kennebec
Halls are
Committee, he added, will visit both committe
d to their dorms and plan
dorms to talk with the residents, get to stay
in them nest year, Rideout
said. "it's going to be very difficult
to
make the decision."
The conversion of either dorm is
one of four alternatives the Hous
ing
Committee has been considerin
I lagrant violation ,
g. The
parking use all tools at our disposal to others are:
(a) converting Knos and
regulations. and eontinuons ignor
ing enforce these regulations. We are Somerset into
coed dorms:
of parking ['Acts. has resulted
in the going through the records to check changing
Chadbourne and Stodder
secAlf
Fet•ellt iraekdoSS n on on those that have had
inure than 3 back into men's dorms as
illegally
they. were
parked motor vehicles. ticket., and have
received a second last
year; and (e) converting
Robert P. Picueci. deputy chid
of notice On each ticket,"
stabrooke into an all-male dorm
police and security said Wednesda
and
y.
wo car% has e been tossed away letting the grad
uate students find
so far that have been illegally parked. their own
"People continue to violate the
housing.
In order to get a tossed car out of
regulations after repeated warnings
Opposition expressed
." pound. a person must pa) the
towing
Women in both Penobscot and
he said.
hey Just ignore parking
charg
e,
which is SI0.00, and then Kennebec
tickets, I Run nos\ on we are goin
have espressed opposition
g lo pay. up all back tickets.
to the proposed conversion.
Penobscot residents have
their
own
slogan, "Keep Penobscot
eminine," and have their
own
sy mbol and buttons. They
Special exceptions: 30';-50
have
()I I
substituted words for the Main
e Stein
Song and it is being sung on
a local
<
radio station.
NO student 10 discounts dur
ing ,:di•
The girls in Penobscot
have
circulated a petition to the
dorm's
residents and
have called on
fraternities, other dorms and
two
sororities to help them
Present your II) L.trd
10' discount
in their
campaign. The residents picke
ted in
front of the dorm Tuesday.
ioluilibla Sr
The girls in Kennebec have
942-8040
Bangor
conducted a more quiet campaign
.
"We will do no campaigning, but
will
talk to housing committee memb
ers
individually to better understand
the
situation and to look for possi
ble
alternative,." dorm President Nanc
y
61in/eh/Loin said.
Hall may be converted into
a men's
dormitory. nest fall because
of a
projected shortage of available
space
for men living on campus, Assoc
iate
Dean of Student Affairs Dwig
ht L.
Hideout said this week.
Ile esplained that if students
are
tripled up as they have been
this
year, about 300 male students
will be
without dormitory beds while
there
will be room for an estra
100
women.
This alternative was proposed
to

Cops impounding cars
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KNIT NOOK

College Special
every friday

Leive Bangor
Arrive Boston

12:45 pm
5:45 pin

GREYHOUND BUS TERMINAL
152 Main St. Bangor
tel. 945 3000 or 942 1700

This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.
In a year when every car
maker seems to be
giving you one reason or
another not to buy a
Volkswagen Beetle, it might be o
good idea to

listen to the best reason:
Volkswagen's Super Beetle.
It has almost tw ,ce the lugg
age space as the
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer-lasting, mor powe
e
rful engine.
It has a new suspension syst
em for a smoother
ride.
It has a flow -through venti
lation system to bring
in fresh air when the wind
ovss are closed.
The interior is, to be hone
st, much nicer.
The floor, for example, is fully
carpeted.
In all, it has 89 things you
could never find on a
Beetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear
this year by car
makers that their cars ore "bet
ter than a Beetle,there's only one car maker with
25 years exper
ence in small cars to bock it up.
Volkswagen.
PINE STATE VOLKSWAG
EN
307 HOGAN ROAD
BANGOR

TEL 947 0121

SAVE
AT.
Home Furnishing
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TH1BODEAU'S VIP
BARBER SHOP
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HAIR COLORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
RETOUCHING
Come down to
35 North Nlain St.
OLD TOWN
81 7.5531
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WE
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•

MAINE'S de LARGEST

/EWEIEIS AND APPLIANCE
STORE

••

Full Size

SLEEPERS
choice selection
from

'219.

22 North

Main St
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Old Town

Counseling and Refprial
Service
Abortions are now legal in
New
York State. If you think
you are
wegnant, don't delay.

MEDICAL REFERRAL is a
discreet professional service that
handles you with understanding.
We make all arrangements and
appointments with Board certi
lied obstetricians, gynec
ologists
and anesthesiologists in fully
Itscensed and accredited hospi
tals.

1
Toyi
Come tes
wider, roc
luxurious
108 hp sir
brakes all
in front f
all.vinyl
bucket
about 25

Costs range from $250. to $375
.,
depending on personal need.

MEDICAL REFERRAL
142 Mineola Ave.,
Roslyn Heights, 1.1 11577
15161 621-8000
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Ti
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by Ed LaFreniere

Call for senate president's resignutio
n defeated

page 3

S4.500 to the abortion loan
fund. against the faculty,
A
and on I.eb. 11, senate tut
motion
calling for the Because several senators had not been we
the suit, %a', once
I hear It will begin this spring. Ther
reaffirmed our position," she said.
resignation
e
informed of the meeting. a quor
of
disbarred, %Ouch doesn't help
student
senat
um
e
us
are just so many chances you can give
She
said
president George "Chic"
that
%%as
after
barel
the
y
any.
meet
reac
"
hed.
ing
Chalmers
someone."
1- eb. II. Chalmers spoke with LIMO
failed to secure a
Miss Mina's. along with othe
The
majority. vote
senators who spoke out
r President W inth
On the other hand, Roxanne
"fuesday night but revea
rop
C.
Libb
also
Tues
y.
day
char
She
ged
night
Chal
led that
mers with said
most vociferously in Moore, a Kenn
ebec Hall senator, said
Chal
fewer senators now supp
mers
told
accep
her
ting
that
$136
favor
Libb
from the senate for
of the motion calling for she
y
ort Chalmers
feels it is the fault of the general
indicated there was a posibility
and his policies.
traveling espenses for a trip
that Chalmers' resignation were those who
to the suit woul
senate that things have not turned
d be illegal: that, with
The motion Was defeated
Pittsburgh. Penn.. last semester,
were elected by the senate at
when the $1.000
11-32,
the out as well as people had hoped.
appropriated from student
with 19 abstentions. This
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EDITORlas
Time to resign
How blind can a person be?
Multiply that by 74, subtract 11, and there
sits the UMO General Student Senate.
On Tuesday last, Senator Bob Dennis moved
that the student senate call for the resignation
of its president. Chic Chalmers. His motion was
preceded by a lengthy explanation by Senator
Peggy Dumais concerning the reasons for such a
"drastic- move.
Some of these reasons are as follows:
President Chalmers was accused of misusing and
abusing the rights and privileges accorded him
by the rules of a legislative body.
First of all, several senators called by
petition for a special meeting for Feb. 17 to
discuss the A & S suit and the Population
Control Fund. Chalmers unilaterally decided to
call the meeting for Feb. 11. Because of this,
few senators were properly informed, or at least
not able to respond, and a quorum was barely
reached.
Secondly, Senator Dumais said she objected
to many motions brought before the senate
tagged with the executive committee label.
Often, she said, the executive committee
members approved only that the motion be
placed on the agenda for senate consideration,
but they did approve the use of the tag as an
endorsement.
Ostensibly, if members of the executive
committee wanted to introduce a motion,
they
could obtain senate sponsors. However, the
name "executive committee- was used anyway.
Of special interest was the chief executive's
Imislhandling of the Arts and Sciences suit. The
disposition of the case is unknown. Howe
ver.
neither District nor Superior Court has
any
record of such litigation.
According to Chalmers, he told the senate's
lawyer, Philip Ingeneri immediately after the
Feb. 11 meeting to begin litigation. At this
point the senate had for the third time told
Chalmers it was their wish that the faculty
be
sued.
According to the lawyer, (again through
Chalmers) the suit had been entered into the
court, but had not been docketed. The date
of
the trial (again according to Chic) would be
in
late spring.
According to Bill Eames, however, Chic had
told him the suit would not begin until next
fall. According to Peggy Dumais. Chalmers
told
her during a meeting in his office that the suit
had not begun because of the extreme doub
t
over the chances the suit had for success. Other
senators also stated that on many occas
ions
they were misinformed or misled by the many
versions of Chalmers' story.
Then there is the "trivial- matter of
finances and Chic's meanderings to such places
as Pittsburg. Penn., last fall and Darien. Conn
.
To the former he went at the invitation of
the National Association of Student Counc
ils.
To the latter he journeyed at the bidding of
our
own alumni association. Both organizati
ons
have ample funds to finance such trips.
In both
cases, however, the student body picke
d up the
tab. And to add insult to injur
y, in the
Pittsburg case, he was paid. according
to his
sponsors' executive secretary, the
precise sum
that Chic paid for the plane fare.
The complete story of this
farce is
contained on page three. The most
notable
thing about it. aside from the fact that
nobody
denies anything, is that many senat
ors said they
didn't persecute Chic for his actio
n last fall
because they thought he would
reform. The
Connecticut incident casts a dark shad
ow over
this assumption.
Redeeming qualities? It would be
tempting
to leave a blank space here, but there are
things
which must be said.

febr

readers writ,, in...
issues, not crudities
To the Editor.
The
national
campaign
to
discredit the peace movement lex.
Berrigan Plot!?1 has finally reached
Orono. We know rebuttals lead to
re-rebuttals but a smear unchallenged
is, alas, an effective smear.
Since Y.A.I . didn't hold a
counter-demonstration I ebruary
we assume the "neutral bystanders"
refer to I eb. 10 tor maybe Feb. 13?)
There were definitely no pushing
incidents.
1 rankly, we are just as interested
in keeping people from pushing each

other (men as well as "girls")
as
killing each other.
The only "crudities" shouted at
our local expand-the-war group were
in reference to their leaving schoo
l
and enlisting in the Army. It
is
obscene for anyone in favor of more
bombs, more rockets, more blood,
to
hide behind a 2-S deferment while
an
unwilling draftee dies for him.
The Coalition for Peace refuses to
step down into the gutter to compe
te
at the level of smears and innuendos.
We will continue to deal with issues
the
war
and
repression
and
economies related to it.

It is incorrect to say that nothing had
happened this year as a result of senate action.
But it would also be incorrect to give Chic
credit.
Gains made at the Council of Colleges level
have been largely the result of efforts by Mike
Huston. At the college level, the only
significant change was in Arts and Sciences
where Paul Gauvreau has done a great deal of
Coalition for Peace
work on the Education Policy Committee.
Some of Chalmers' other faults not
mentioned at the meeting range from his
on-again-off-again support of A and S faculty
meeting sit-ins to the shoddy job as leader of To the I ditoi
10 p.m. that evening. The excuse
given by the delivery-men when they
the Justice Department planning panel.
I am vvriting you conce
In short, there is little to be said to the good poor delivery service rning the finally arrived was that they had gone
at
the to LaGrange to fill a phony order and
of Chic as a president. At the meeting Tuesday. Governor's drive-in restaurant. I have to make
matters
worse
the
notice
d that you do quite a bit of delivery-me
there was much to be said against him. The
n didn't have any change.
advert
ising
for
the
Gover
nor's
and Finally, they both left and then came
main argument of the 32 senators who voted
thought
that he should not resign was that the charges to y on that this would be of interest the climax of our great experience.
and the student body since Two friend
s of mine bit into what
against him are trivial.
Gover nor's
st resses
t he "free.
' was supposedly
True, to call for his impeachment would delivery service so much in their found out that a pizza-burger and
they had just paid
require a major issue, such as embezzlement. advertisements. I believe that they outrageous price of $.55 for the
a
shoul
stress
d
the
amoun
t of time it common hamburger.
This charge was not made. However, to call for
takes for delivery service as well.
Now really, with that type of
his resignation is not at all unreasonable. The
I or example. on Monday night. delive
ry service, why bother bragging
charges against him are quite legitimate. His Lebruary 22,1971 we called in about
about it in "bold letters" in the
a
S5.00
personal bias has clearly become evident in his
order from 230 Dunn Hall on Campus newsp
aper advertisements?
handling of the A and & suit, especially in light the Orono campus at 8 p.m. and
didn't re,cive the order until Almost
of the fact that on several occasions the senat
Reno J. Thibodcau
e's
wishes have not been followed to the letter
, not
to mention the intent.
On Dec. I. the Senate appropriated funds
(S1,000) to sue the faculty, yet. at this
writing
Chalmers has not hired any lawyers to proce
o the I door
ss
Altcl
this atino, mg interuption
the suit. True, Ingested and Michaud
we dimmed the lights once again.
are
As .1 v151tor to the t niversity
supposedly the lawyers. but no contr
of This young nun, who we
act of Mame here at Orono
later
I was enjoying
financial exchange as yet binds them
to the Saturday evening in the Memorial learned was MUAB's Alan Pierce,
again entered to enforce the law.
action (perhaps that is all for the better).
I. mon's [Husk room. It
was a quiet
I would like to ask the Memorial
As to the advantages vs. the disadvantages
night. I imagine most people
were in Union Activities Board
of
, and in
Bango
r
at the James Taylor concert.
calling for Chic's resignation the following
particular Mr. Pierce, to please
seem
A revs friends and I vv ere relasi
to be true. Opponents of resignation
ng reconsider the rules to their
may say wI th the music on and
games.
the overhead The people playin
that to change horses in this late
g on this side are
lights
stage of
off. 1he solitary source of light
very honest and warm. It is a very
stream-crossing would impose an unnec
essary Was a burning taper. Suddenly a large hurt vshen one
stifles another's
risk of disuniting the student body. They
young Wall came bursting
through
also the
doors, flashed the blinding lights feelings and evistence.
say it would create a credibility gap
between On and despotically
demanded that
senate and constituents, and would
Stephen Zimmer
cause a the lights be kept on.
break in the flow of senate action on
pending
issues. For those who do not react with
four
letter words to those assumptions, we
extend
our disbelief that you have read this
far. In
short, the senate can do absolutely no
more lo the I ditor.
harm to itself in the aforementioned
areas by
I Jill Inost happy to find
that you
Having been called every thing
dumping Chalmers: it only stands to gain.
have indeed reeognited my true
from Bird. Burt, Bud. I rud.
I red. stature and found it right to renam
His obvious successor, Paul Gauvreau.
e
has Bred. Bret. Bart isn't a plagueing the
library
proved
me. I congratulate
himself an extremely
capable problem. lovv ever. to ha% c been you on a fineafter
choice of names.
administrator many times this year. Moreo
ver. Called I ogler so many times I can't
as a person not elected with or appoi
remember. has bothered me in
the
nted by past.
Brud I olger
Chalmers. he would be quite removed
from the
doubts raised by everything between
Philip
Ingeneri and Pennsylvania.
Given the dissension, the mistrust, and
the
lack of cooperation between the
warring
factions of the senate now, it certa
inly would
be to the great advantage of the stude
nts at the
University' to have a new administrator
act in
the remaining months of the present term.
bob haskell
As to the blind? The senate Isas been
editor
the
blind leading the blind. The most ignom
inious
phi! cunningli Jill
of actions was to watch 19 senators absta
in at
the meeting in question. and 32 others
business manager
vote
"no.- How anyone can look around
and see
what needs to be done, then weigh it
ed lafrentere
new s editor
against
what is being done - - who then evaluates
tad macy
the
advertising manager
use Chic Chalmers has made of his power - john carey editorial editor
and
then say. in effect, "well Chic, let's not
rock
mark leslie
sports editor
the boat.- ought to be thrown overboard.
chris danaher
social editor
The senators have taken one stand which we
(red howe
photo
graphy editor
feel is a poor one. For those who feel the same,
Published -Thursday s during the
we offer this written alternative.
college year by students
of the Unisersits of Maine in
Orono. Subscription rate Mr. Chalmers, please tender
X2.50 per semester. S4.00 per
your
CJI.
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Logs make river unnavigable
as
at
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001
is
Ore
,

to
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pug( .

with any rights of mine or any other
persons,
has
been
specifically
authorized by the legislature.
"Consequently. the corporations
have answered my complaint by.
saying they do not use the Kennebec
River for the purpose of floating its
pulp logs down riser," Trotzky said.
"Scott Paper is going to try to get
dismissed from the case, and leave
the K LD alone in the suit: relying on
the fact that the company was
chartered by the legislature, and that
the only sva 10 stop the drive now is
to have the legislature rescind the
charter.
"The woodlands manager of the
Scott Company is also the Presidemt
of the KED." he added, "therefore.
the KU) is just an agent of the Scott
Paper Company."

questions, are the local management
.
"The real people who are
responsible are the boards
of
directors," Trotzky said, "not the
local mill managers and execut
ives.
Unfortunately, the boss makes
the
second .n command take the brunt
Of
this, and then cans him.
"The people on the board of
directors of the
Scott Paper
Company
are
presidents
and
vice-presidents of the largest banks
and other corporations in the
U.S.
They are far away from Maine
, but
legal action should make
them
move."
No sludge deposits

Trotzky said the upper Kennebec
River is classified as B-I water by the
nvironment
Improvement
Commission statutes. 8-1 water
should contain no sludge deposits
and no floating solids. All this bark
deposited in the bottom of the river
decomposes and becomes a sludge
deposit, he said.
In B-I water no sludge deposits
are allowed, but log driving is
allowed.
Trotzky
said
that.
essentially, this means that the peat
lobbying effort
by
the
pulp
companies has forced a compromise.
The compromise states that by Oct.
I. 1976. as agreed to by the Scott
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UNIVERSITY MOTORS

..lireti.thing loi. Ilic
mur

(Mice

Ss e
need tw o students to
represent us on campus. No sales
experience needed. Ability to talk
with people a must. Paid daily.
Name your own hours. No
investment. Write giving data on
background to: JACKSON &
1.‘CKSON. 604 Pitney Rd.,
thsecon. Ness Jersey 08201
19-1-116

Summer t urope
*S199*
Boeing 707
June 7-Sept. 5 Ny Ton R 1
June 29-Aug. 28 Ny!Lon R I
Call 866-7637 (7-9 p.m.)
Claudia Charette
Students & Faculty price based on 60 seats).
14-4-101

Tune-Ups

CLASS RINGS
complete line offraternity
and sorority charms

38 Main St.

Orono

Tel. 8664032

STEREO
KLH
McIntosh
DYNACO
ADVENT
DUAL
FISHER
GARRARD
SONY
SANSUI

NEW ENGLAND
MUSIC CO.

•-•

New England's Leading
Hi-Fidelity Dealer
call our campus representatives
Mike Benoit, Sigma
Thomas Atkinson,

Chi

168 University Park

109 CENTER STREET
PORTLAND
772-2869
Now accepting applications for

EDITOR
BUSINESS
MANAGER
See Philip Cunningham at the

BILL GAVETT PROP

BILL GAVETT PROP.

866-2311

866-2538

.

HELP WANTED

••••

A.A.A.
Radiator Flush
Anti-Freeze

BANGOR, MAINE

C

CHALET

••••

138 Washington St.
Tel. 942-6789

Ailident.% and

university and community audience,
as well as informal recitals for school
children,
and
business
and
professional associations.
Miss Peil has appeared with the
Metropolitan
Opera
National
Company, the North Shore I. riends
of Opera, the Goldovsky Opera
Theatre, and the Chautauqua Opera
Association.
The Affiliate Artists Program is
being sponsored by fraser Paper,
Ltd., with additional funding from
the Maine State Commission on the
Arts and Humanities, and the liNIO
class of 1934.

a

GASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO.

University of Maine

means of cleaning up the river.

Music dept. offers
new affiliate program

on
in.
ter

watch and jewelry repairing

.•••••

Tel. 945-344S

me

Trotzky feels this should be a
public suit. The people should know
what it going on and who controls
what, he said.
Trotzky has contributed $500 of
his own money, and has gone to the
public for the rest. He has raised
S1.000 from personal contributions
so far. The LIMO freshman class hi
contributed $2,000. and the ottic
classes have given a total of $500.
"Since 1 believe this is a public
suit," Trotzky situ& "I've asked the
Effluent Society, the freshman class,
SHIPPING BY RAIL 'One
nd other classes to form a group of
students who are environmentally
conscious. Then I'm going to take
this group down to sec my lawyer. I
don't believe they should give as
much money as they have and then
just forget about it. I want to get this
group of students into action."
Trotzky wants the students to go
down to the hearings and be
The music department at IMO
plaintiffs at least in spirit. He wants has announced
the creation of the
them to follow the case through so Affiliate
Artist
Program. This
that in three years there will be large program
will
sponsor
various
groups of people who will have had performers
to
represent
UNIO
experience
in
fighting
an throughout the state, and bring the
environmental law suit.
university closer to the communities
"We have $4,000 now," Trotzky of Maine.
said. "We're going to need about
For the year 1971 Mary Beth Pell,
S10,000. Once we have the hearing, a lyric sopra
no, will fill the role of
we're going to generate a lot more musical
ambassador-at-large. During
interest. I think. We're going to get a the coming
year she will spend two
second wave of contributions coming months at the
Orono campus for
in.
periods of seven to ten days at a
Trotzky said the people who will time.
be getting the brunt of his suit and
She will present recitals for both
NA n o \1111 N%
J c TI,

DeGrasse Jewelers

Paper Company, the log drives will
end.
"The companies still have 6 more
drives before 1976," Trotzky said.
They can drive hell out of the river
before then, and this is another
reason I'm bringing the suit. I want
limitations put on the drives to cut
down on pulp deposits and so the
river can be used by private citizens.
"And even if the drives are over in
1976, who is going to clean up the
bottom of the river above Wyman
Lake? The taxpayers shouldn't have
to: Scott should have to.
"Therefore, since the legislature
hasn't taken action, 1 feel the only
way you're going to get them off the
river is to go to the courts."

Public suit
ase
ley
sne
ind
the
ge.

DIAMONDS

7:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

frIMI

KEEPSAKE

-...,

CAMPUS office
Friday at 2 pm

•
f.

ed

WAN II-D - II NAN-1 GRIPI.S
Person doing research on Chester
Davis of Old Toss n and Sherwood
Craig of Orono would appreaciate
any information on these two
men as landlords. Fspecially
interested in recent rent increases
or stiff or unusual leases. All
replies confidential. Object is
possible publication of findings.
Virile Box 69. Maine Campus, 106
1,ord Hall, t niversity of Maine,
Orono, Maine with summary of
information and way you may he
contacted for interview.
19-1-115
Free Mane Rides
For perspective members of the
University Flying Club, Saturday,
March 6 and 13 from 1-3 PM at
Old Town Airport. Rides will be
given in the (lub's Cessna ISO.
Call Harland Ila.sey 581-7924 for
an appointment.

Set your ow n hours - set your
ow n pay.
505 - S2000 a month part-time.
Get invoked ss ith a nation-wide
com pany' specializing in
non -pollutant, non-toxic
products.
All level positions open! Saks Supervisory Management. We
train.
942-7009
Allen-Bestline Co.
25 Spring St.
Bangor. Maine
15-3-100

SKI Stl:ARLOAF Ml. four
bedroom farm rental. Secluded,
furnished, plowed. 20 minutes to
slopes. By week - weekend. Very
reasonable. Write or call Tom
King '60. I Marlyn Road,
Medfiekl, Mass. 1-617-35941539.
14-3-103

editor
managing
editor
business
manager
prism

now accepting applications for

and

and

for the 1972

Apply at the PRISM office in 205 Lord
Hall

the maine campus

BLIW Y99,1TER ELF UP
Cr photo polaroid ;.•
.attoon or magazine photo
A great Gm ,aes
a splen
,14 Gag ideal room dtKOta
ton
Pettect to, parties
Poster mailed in sturdy tube

CANER NOTICES CALENDAR

2FT x 3FT $3.50
1

FT. x 2 FT. $2.50
3 FT x 4 FT $7 50

lhutu.la).Feb. 25

1/2

PO BOX 589 NY 10010 NY

HANSONS SKI & SADDLE SHOP
***********
395 SOUTH MAIN ST. BREWER
TEL. 942-3279

11th ANNUAL SALE
on all Skis, Ski Equipment and Clothing.
we are also suppliers of Back packing & Hiking
Equipment, Riding apparel & Saddlery.
The Best In SKIS, TOGS,& EQUIPMENT

im
cla
v
b
41v41,
t
elgaldate;9s
RESTAURANT

196 Broad St , Bangor

Tel 945 5692

r_

A M - 10 P M

Sundays

H111111111 III

Steaks
Roast Beef
Maine Lobster
Cocktail Lounge

Noon to 8 P

Entertainment Nightly in

1st

•s
let

'The Old cBalti

BANGOR

La Bottega Take Out Service

Art Department and Mt AB I
Muriel. 120 Little Hall. 8:15 p.m.
of NI Bridge (lob for faculty .
Open meeting. Student I acuity
stall and students. 1 1 A Room. Ads isory Committee
of the Biology
Memorial Union. 7:3)1 p.m.
Program. 120 Deering Hall. 7 p.m.

Saturday. Feb. 27

Ilr
iVaho
Dial 945 5883 (7 Days a Week)

AUTHORIZED K-L-H

NIU.A It Slot lc.. The Strawberry
Statement. Hauck Auditorium. 7 &
9:311 p.m.

Positions open on
Ed. committees

I he Student-I acult!, Relations
Committee of the College of
Education
has announced
the
following openings for student
Sunday, Feb. 28
members on committees of the
Liberal
Shakespeare 1 ilm, //enry I" 100 college: Committee on
Education; Committee on
1 orestry IlIdg. I & 3:30 p.m.
the
Progain for Elementary Teachers;
Committee on the Program for
Monday. March I
Secondary Teachers: Committee on
Travel I ih». Swit:erland. Bangor Student Teaching; Student-Faculty
Relations
Committee
Room. Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
and
Faculty
Member
Folk Dancing. Hilton Room. Distinguished
Award Committee (Spring 1971).
Memorial Union. 8 p.m.
Freshmen,
sophomores, and
Newcomers
Group
Meeting.
juniors
enrolled in the College of
Furniture
Fashions.
Friedman
Furniture Interiors. 586 Main St. Education interested in serving on
any of the above during the academic
Bangor. It p.m.
year of 1971-1972, may sign up at
the reception desk in the Education
Tuesday. March 2
Building before March 15. The
committ
ees will be filled from the
Poetry
Hour. Gerard Dullea
reading a Personal Miscellany. Coe lists of interested students by the
Student-Faculty
Lounge. Memorial Union. 4 p.m.
Relations
Committee.
Johnny's Pizza
courteous service
open 7 days and nites
827-3848

SALE

tiorth Main St.

Old Tow n

GRUMBACHER
ARTIST SUPPLIES
Penobscot Trading Post
Store of 1001 different items

Ends
FEB.27

Four 1969 Chev. Bel Air 4-Dr. Sedans, V8,
Automatic transmission, power steering,
mileage approx. 48,000.
Vehicles may be viewed by contacting Mr. Carl Perkins at the
University of Mame Garage Monday Friday from 7:15 AM - 415
PM on the Orono Campus where bid forms are available. A full faith
deposit of S25.00 in check form made out to the University of
Maine must be enclosed with each bid. This deposit is returnable to
non successful bidders and will be applied to the sale price offered
by high bidders. Full payment including State of Maine Sales Tax is
required at time of sale and all vehicles must be sold on an as is
basis.

SAVE $50
(

.)n Model I went) Lour

Model 20 FM
Reg. 399.95

Reg. 429.95

The University reserves the right to accept or
reiect any or all bids.

Model 24 FM

$34995
Model 20 I A1

Bids will be opened at 10:30 AM EST, Thursday March 4, 1971.
Quotations should be submitted in a sealed envelope marked
"vehicle bid"' addressed to the Purchasing Department Universi
ty of
Maine at Orono.

SAVE $40

Model Twenty

Reg. 319.95

$27995

WHOSE FAULT IS

Model 24 FM - AM

NM

$37995

Reg. 349.95

$30995

PREGNANCY?

•;,..
*. I.., I
LIMITED I IME ONLY

• t.11 s tv.c to taot.o. Men must Share the responsibility
for pre, ,itikg unwanted pregnancy. After
all, it's mai future (and the
Jury of someone close to you) that's at
stake. We've made it
!sy fr you to do your part. Now you can
get Condoms—nationally
and imported European brands—by mail from a
new non•Ait family planning agrmcy Ni questions
asked So get with it
Write today for full details without obligat
ion or
Send$4includ
for package
ingbothof m i xed sample
mDorts)
s (3 each of five condom
brands,
British

HURRY!

These KIM, Stereo Systems Come Complete With
2 Year Guarantee On All Parts And Labor
I st riN1 01- VINE WS
( riNNI NI1 NI CRED11 PI ANS
\I 1% I \(,I %SD'S

r

TAts program is endorsed by the Community and Family flludy
Center of the University of Chicago
1901.1 1 AT lo's SIRS I( L• IN(
Ins N Columbia St . Depi 3-55

I ...Till, evict
N

I NI(G1 SI Vsli MOSI
( OMP1 F II MI S1( STOR1-

At1drc--t its

febri

by N(

ednesday. March 3

Friday. Feb. 26
I he Office of Student Activities
County Sherrill Otis I abree still
now has asailable for organi/ational
speak about the operation of his
Zoology Seminar. Dr. Ali, had use a mimeogr
aph machine and an
office. 137 Bennett Hall. 3:111 p.m. 11alkey, Dept. of Zoology and
electric typi:w riter. I his equipment
Science
( hrist i.a 11
Collegc
Comparatise Phy siology.
. Queen Mary inay be used by student
groups
Organiiation meeting, Drummond (()liege. l'imersit of London..
still during office hours i8 to Si. Students
Chapel. Memorial Union. 6:15 p.m. speak on S'mne l'roblems
ill Hu- should provide their r.n% n paper
and
CD Alt !Omit... no ill11111••1011 :Attempt to Balance the Energy
stencils. Additional in
is
Budget of a llost-Parasite
asailable in the Student Activities
102 \Itirho Hall. 3 p.m.
Oft ice. second floor of the Union
NH NB Nloue, The Sicilian Clan. (581-75
98).
55 rh
Jean GAM] and .5 lain Delon.
A d 111 11%1011
s. harge.
11.111,k
.Auditorium. 7 & 5) 3((

Dining Room Open DaTly--ill

IL) 1

charge, One Potato. "Two Potato and
Gate of Hell. Staff and faculty are
Hotted. 137 Bennett Hall. 7 & 8:311

l's..holop
Dept. (
Murr,o
Ilai%ard
riiscrsli
st ill
speak
on
Sitmulu%
.1 irditoti
isual
hytoralem,‘ and Reading. \orth
Bangor Room. Meilloria I U111011. 3

tour original retained undamaged Add SCk to, postage handling
to,
'4 "
rasp,
0 Ito C 0 D
To
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Masque to present Chekhov play

by Nelson Benton

"Chekhov's characters frequently
laugh at themselves and others, there
tittle
Its 60-)car
history, the Maine Masque Theatre is a laughter-through-tears quality."
will present a play by. the late 19th said James Bost, director of the
century playwright Anton Chekhov. current Masque production.
1 he Associate Professor of Speech
The Three Sisters will be staged in
also noted that characteriiation is
Hauck Auditorium March 16-20.
Chekhov was a precursor of the often more important than plot in
currently popular "theater of the Chekhov's pla s.
It is this tragi-comic quality of
absurd," of which contemporary'
dramatists like Edvvard Albee, Jean Chekhov's plays that make them so
Genet. and Samuel Beckett are hard for ay omig acting company to
do. Chekhov's characters are people
representative.
in their 40's and 50's who have been
knocked around by life and forced to
endure much suffering.
A majority of students have tiot
had this kind of experience thus
making it hard for them to put
I he student scum,: administration themselves into the roles of the
has announced the election of the people Chekhov vs rites about. As a
following students as senators to fill matter of fact. Bost said, Chekhov is
vacancies which came about at the rarely done by any acting company.
professional or amateur, in the
end of the fall semester.
Hart Hall: Andi Thurston and United States.
Anne Jellison; Kennebec: Roxanne
The actors in this play,
Moore; Knox: Geri Gay; York: Gail students, have tor the past all [MU
six weeks
Purinton and Nina Daggett.
spent an average of 50 hours a week.
Off-Campus: Robert Barton and seven days a week, in rehear
sal.
Stephanie Seguin°. both of Orono;
The
Three
Sister
s,
as
the name
fraternities: Tom Gleason, Alpha Tau
Omgea, and Jeff Smith, Phi Eta suggests, deals with three sisters living
Kappa; Dunn: Rick Spitier; and in the northern wilds of Russia,and
their hopes, fears and dreams for a
Colvin: Valerie Sodermark.
better life. Susan Dunlop. a freshman
There is still a vacancy in
in the college of Arts & Sciences,
Cumberland Hall. A special election
plays lrena, the youngest sister whose
is upcoming.
fondest wish is to go to Moscow.
There is also a vacancy in
The middle sister. Masha, is
Lstabrooke Hall, Since no one ran
played by Mary Blackstone. The
last week to fill the post, senate vice senior
from Ellsworth, Me. plays the
president Paul Gauvreau said an role
of a dissatisfied woman who
election will be held whenever lea
ves
her
boorish
someone runs for the seal.
schoolteacher-husband for a soldier

Fur this lust

in the Russian army. The rule 01
Olga. the eldest, is filled by Jean
McPeek, a grJduate student in
I. fetich.
In supporting roles. Wayne Cote,
an Old Town senior. plays Vershinen,
the soldier who steals Masha. The
part of Masha's contentious husba
nd
is acted by. Andrew Periale,
a
freshman from Ridgewood, New
Jersey..

Twelve elected
to senate posts

free
8X10 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
with this ad
when 2 or more
are ordered at the
regular price.
FEB.1 to MAR. 26
from slides or
color negatives

REG. PRICE $3.35

orama
ii\Inc.
"Photographic Specialists"

DO‘ \ I 0\1 \

ELLS WORTH

I RPOR -I

I

ABORTION

you'll need compassion.
All you need do is call us. Well tell you everything
you
should and may want to know about
a safe, legal abortion in N.Y. and if you wish, arran
ge for the finest medical care at the lowest possible
cost for such services.
Private chauHeured limousine,
a modern suite where
you may relax and enjoy refreshmen
ts are all part of our
fee, which covers everything
. Your peace of mind is
Our foremost concern.

CALL 212-779-4800 212-779-4802
8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Weekdays
9-5 Saturday, Sunday
Free
hterature *01 be sent upon

request

WOMEN'S REFERRAL SERVICE, INC.
40 14

Jackson Heights Medical Building
72nd Street, Jackson Heights, N.Y. 11372

•
•

Get on top of your
outside reading...
save 350 hours
a semester!
Come to a free one hour

I )( )\1 \ LOWN

LARGEST SELECTION IN NORTHE
RN
NEW ENGLAND

Ale..•41\416,,AKA16.1641\4111
Are You Planning To Buy
An Import Car?

g

Reading Dynamics
Demonstration
Y011.11

Si

lIOVITIlt Wed hlrri id
interviews
with University Professors who actual
has,'
Reading Dynamics Course. You'll learn taken the
how to increase your reading speed from 3 to
10 times, with
equal or better comprehension and
critter roce'
All your qvistions about Reading Dynam
ics will
anSWcr. ii

Before You Do ...Compare
,.,_._
. .4
_•
1--- _----,.4

CAPRI

if you need an

Students

LI.

YOUR CHOICE WITH . . .

-- Largest Shop in Main
e -End of Toil Bridge
Brewer, Maine • ION 4.16C
Open 9-9
Tel 942-8563
442111100

Tel 947-8067
18 Broad St , Bangor, Me

MR PAPERBACK

NNGOR

BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVER
Y KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT,
PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD,
USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES, HUNDREDS OF
ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEANINGFUL GIFT.

Enroll in the residt-guarantwel
Reading Dynamics Course
1 .o.s t.,
present reading ability. Thi Course consist
s
21
,
. horn, oractuc
I'l

or

eight

e.

Read Dynamically

The Sexy Little Import By Lincoln Mercury

Is and not just one
Ntorli at .1 lin.
1.,11 Ti ii sY ithout hearing and
ing all the words. You read with a purpose savand
learn to quickly grasp the rnain thoughts and ideas.
You learn to pace yourself acciirding to the material
you read. YOU LEARN TO IlF:DUCE YOUR TIME
ON OUTSIDE READING ASSIGNMENTS FROM
500 HOURS TO 150 HOURS PER SEMESTER!

plasser-

Ask about our special arrangements for
on-site Group Classes in Reading Dynamics

Attend a Free Demonstration
Road Test Magazine — 1971

IMPORT CAR OF THE YEAR!
4 spied fully synch. floor shift, power front
disc brake',
styled steal whfills, radial tiros, full instru
ments, bucket
tests, windshield washers, front corn rests, bade
up lights,
outside mirror, 12 vailt system plus much more

$2395 FoB
4 IN STOCK — IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
COME IN FOR A TEST DRIVE TODAY

LINCOLN MERCURY
1L1 aiV42‘

32-40 Oak St.

s get a little more for a little less"
Tel 947-4559

For Further Information Call Tom Frank 827-28
04
Free Mini-Lessons at

UNIV. of MAINE at Orono

RAPAPORT
"Where

Thursday, February 25 at 1:30 P.M. in North
Bangor
Monday, March 1 at 3:00 P.M. in North Ban
gor
Tuesday, March 2 at 7:30 P.M. in Nor
th Bangor
Classes begin Wednesday, March 3 at 7:00 P.M
.

Bangor

MEMORIAL UNION
LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP
As a Reading Dynamics graduate,
you are entitled to take a Refres,-.er
Course at any time, and as often 115
%Oil wish, at any of the 150 Eselyn
Wood Reading Dynamics Institutes

in the United States and in Europe.

OUR POSITIVE GUARANTEE
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute will refund your tuition
if you do not at least triple sour
reading index (reading rate multiplied by comprehension percentage)
luring the Course as measured bsstir standardired testing program.
This policy is valid when von have
attended each classroom session and
completed the minimum daily assigned home drill at the level specified by your instructor.
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Bad week for Black Bear clubs
by Mark Leslie

Maine showed little prow ess ifl Bessey and Sterling joined to gear the
Rich Brachold gave the best single
the game. Paul Bessey sank a few Big Blue into a 12-point lead. 1 he showing for Maine
This past week was a bad one for
with a 10th place
good
outside
shots;
Nick Susi pulled Bobcats suddenly caught fire to cut
Maine Bear teams.
finish in the giant slalom. But Mike
After pulling off one of the ear's down 12 rebounds, but couldn't buy I 1 points off the Bear advantage, and
1 endler showed all-around skill by.
greatest monstrosities in losing to the a basket; and the whole game was with one minute remaining found
finishing
12th
in
jumping
generally a chaotic misery for the Ifig themselves behind by only 79-78. competition,
Bowdoin Polar Bears - - a below
26th in the lant
But Susi's high-jumping pop and
average team at best - - by a 57-56 Blue.
slalom, and placing third among
The loss dropped the State Lane's driving lay-up following a steal
score, the Black Bear five went on to
Maine skiers in the slalom.
get bombed by. UMass, 85-57 Series-leading Bears to 4-1 in state pulled the Bears through.
Maine's best event was jumping,
competition and their overall record
Saturday, and then edge a Bates team
where they finished fifth, while they.
7-11,
to
while
Bowdoin
gained
its
Track team fourth in VC
Maine had annihilated in their first
were seventh in cross-country, and
first win in the state campaign in four
outings.
eighth
in both slalom and giant
outings.
At Storrs , Conn., Saturday, the slalom competition.
At the same time, Maine's skiers
Massachuse
At
tts
times
worse
got
UConn Huskies won four events to
placed seventh out of eight teams in
Although it was a dim seventh
for the Bears as the Redmen pressed successfully defend their YC track
Division I competition at the William
Maine into many turnovers, gained an title by posting a potent 74 points, to place finish, the Bears improved 16
College Winter Carnival in Mass., and
their
overwhelming 41-23 halftime lead 48 for UMass, 43 for Rhody, 17 for points over
Division
1
the track team finished fourth in the
and coasted the rest of the way to Maine, and 7 and 3 for UNI1 and competition at Dartmouth. Coach
Yankee Conference championships at
Brud l• olger points this out in
gain their eighth win in a row and UVM,respectively.
Storrs, Conn. The Black Bear
espressing
hope for the upcoming
19th
of
season.
the
Only two Bears got their names in
wrestlers were also in competition
Inter-scholastic
Julius Irving with 25 points and the top five places of all the events. Eastern
Ski
Saturday against UM-Presque Isle
John Betencourt and Mike Pagiliara Maurice Glinton was again the Association Div. 1 championships at
where the final verdict was a 21-21
with 14 each led UMass over Maine, standout for Maine, setting a new VC Middlebury.The top five qualifiers at
draw.
this competition will advance to the
who lost Susi from an injury in the record of 23' 111
/
4" in the long jump
NCAA finals in Terrypeak, S.D.,
first half. 'file Bears were headed in and garnering a second in the 60-yard
Maine Five Drops Two, Wins One
the scoring column by John Sterling dash. The other Maine scorer was March 4, 5, and 6.
None really believed that the Big with 22 points and Paul Bessey with
captain Jim Good, who finished
Blue could possibly lose to the small, 14. The lost left Maine's standing in second
Grapplers draw
in the 600-yard run.
weak Polar Bears last Wednesday. the Yankee Conference at 3-5 and
Even when Maine was down 57-56
Massachusetts moved to 841 in YC
UMO's grapplers made a great
Skiers improve
with 50 seconds remaining. Bear fans play.
come-from-behind
effort against
were waiting for their men to
Against the Bates Bobcats the
The Maine ski team, though not UM-Presque Isle, Saturday, winning
esplode past Bowdoin and take the Bears were saved by
the last-minute yet
up
to
their
Division
I the last four matches and tieing
victory with last minute heroics front baskets of Susi and sophomor
e Steve competitors, finished seventh in the UM-PI 21-21.
any one of their balanced club.
Lane to turn back Bates 83-78 and eight-team field iii Williams over the
Down 21-5 after the first si%
But nothing happened. VVItile
assure Maine at least a tie for the weekend. "[he Bear skiers closed %kith
matches, the Bears took over the
Bowdoin frantically tried to stall the
State Series title.
354.7 points to
top-finishing
mats, getting decisions from grapplers
ball in the waning seconds of the
Bates held the lead through most Dartmouth's 387.4 total, and
trailed
Norden and Cyr to catch up 21-11.
game, the crowd bCiall1C Cleo] more
of the first hall and at intermission sisth-pla,C
Itc less than tour Then Maine's VanTuienen and Morse
frantic and dismay ed as they saw that
held J shin 39-1N maigin. I hen points.
came through with pins over their
the Bears weren't about to make the
opponents. to pin the greatest
most
important
a Ild
01111011•1
comeback verdict of their two years
needed !nose of game - - foul the
in competition.
other team. IA nit 17 seconds of
frustration remaining, two Bears
The Bear wrestlers travel to UNII
forced a Wowdom guard into a corner 1
Saturday to face the Wildcats at 2:30
Unday beb. 26
Saturday, beb. 27 cont.
where he couldn't get rid of the ball;
p.m.. They conclude the season,
reallying he only had roe seconds to
going to Lowell Tech to compete in
M iddlebury (j11111.11.
Riflery .
Maine
cs.
NRA
do so. he called tune out.
Division I competition.
the New 1 ngland Inter-scholastic
COnVen11011.11. .1%‘
h
Then, after the timeotiL vc hen
Wrestling .lournament, March 5 and
Saturday. Feb. 27
none doubted that their Bears would
6.
foul Bowdoin
Skiing, conclusion of Middlebury'
quickly as was
Monday, March I
humanly ivossil.le. it didn't happen. Carnival,
No Maine player fouled any. Bow doin
Wrestling.
Maine
vs.
New
Varsity basketball, \lime
member, and the Bears lost all Ilampshire, away. 2:30 p.m.
Colby.. home, 7:35 p.m.
unbelievable defeat to the hands of a
Bossdoin tCaill Illat upped its record
to a meager 4-14.

Sports Calendar

IF YOU
DON'T KNOW
BEANS ABOUT
CARATS
BETTER KNOW
A GOOD RING
NAME.

ATHENA

A Love Ring mood.
One of many.
tCa.rved
R na
1$

4

Crown
Jewelers
13 Main St.

Bangor

A6,thohred A r t Car Ved J•willor

ABORTION INFORMATION
Finest Qualified Medical Services

RENT A TV SET

AS RECOMMENDED BY
NEW YORK CITY

Or

FURNITURE
Penobscot Trading Post
in Old Town
Store of 1001 Different Items

LONDON
IN

B ANOOR

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

Old English Pub and Chop Iloo‘t
11A N(41:[IA'
and Function Rooms
LIONS DIN
TUDOR ROOM
CRYSTAL ROOM
RID 11014 UNDER

20
SO

0401

PRIVATE AND DISCREET

e
"
l

300

427 Main Street. Bangor

(207) 942 -6361 945 - LONDON

WAID

(212)949-3047

UlvEHsul t BOOKSTORE
February 25th
24 fl. oz.

99

your choice

Head
Shoulders

family sizes

994;

Oinbi

ski
bald
mountain
COLLEGE NIGHTS
TUESDAYS & FRIDAYS
T—Bar only S1.00
Chairlift $2.00
The biggest ski area within 50 miles of Bangor

SAVE

Special rates for groups of 15 or more.
5 oz. size only
with this coupon
offer expires MARCH 4th

391

limit

1

coupon per purchase

Product Special is limited
and by special arrangement
with Procter & Gamble

//Learn to ski - 5 lessons only S10.00
More trails
Only 20 miles from Orono

College ID Discounts every day.
More challenge
Open Daily 9 am 10 pm

To get to Bald Mt Ski Area, take route 1A from
Brewer towards Ellsworth for six miles to East
Holden, turn right opposite Shaw's Fruit stand
(200' beyond at 46) and follow the signs

I
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